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TUNGSTEN ORES.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1919.

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

11'asldngton, D. £7.
The subconimitto0'1lot in committee room, Senate Ofilco Building,

at. 10 o'clock a. in., Sonator James E. Watson presiding.
Present: Sonators Watson (chairman), McCumbor, and Thomas.
Present also: Senators Phipps, Calder, and Representative Charles

B. Timberlake, of Colorado.
Tito CHAIRMAN. W e will hoar Mr. Timborlake at this time.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES B. TIMBERLAKE, A REPRE-
SENTATIVE FROM COLORADO.

Representative TIMBERLAKE. Mr. Chairman, and gontiomon of the
coimittec, .1 will just make a very brief statement and take but a
Very few moments of your time. Here is the list of the parties that
we desire to have heard, who represent the producers of the ore and
also the manufacturing interests affected by the bill.

(The list submitted-by Representative Timborlako is here printed
in full, as follows:)

Nelson Franklin, of Denver, Colo.; vice president of the Rare INetals Ore Co.,
Rollinsville, Colo.

Frank W. Griffin, of San Francisco, Calif.; vice president and manager the Tongsten
Mines Co., Bishop, Inyo County, Calif., and of Tungstonia Mines Corporation, Ely,
N ev.

A. J. Clark, Los Angeles, Calif.: president the standard Tungsten Co., Bishop,
Calif., and president the Tungsten Reef lines Co., llereford, Ariz.

(coo1 er Shapley, manager Round Valley Tungsten Co., and Pine Creek TungstenC'o.. o| Chlifornia.
Roy C. MeKenna. president the Vanadinm-Alloys Steel Co., Latrobe, Pa.

Representative ''IMfERLAKE. Being the author of the bill and
coming from a district in Colorado where tihe metal was first discov-
ered in this country, I have a deep interest in the subject. We had
very exhaustive hearings before the Ways and Moans Committee of the
fo se, and I presume the report of those hearings will be available
to the members of this committo. In addition to that I desire to
Present for insertion in the record a copy of the bill as it. was reported

om, the Ways and Moans Committee of the House; also a copy of
the bill as it /assod the House on August 21, at which timo there was a
little change, as will be observed, front the original bill.

Further; I have prolared for this committee quite an elaborate
hrioif believing that it would be beneficial to the committee to have
it. prepared in a succinct and direct way, which would be convenient
for the members to use, and I think it covos the ground very fully
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as to the necessity for this tariff which has been asked for in this
bill under the provisions of section 1, which provides a tariff that
will enable the producers in this country to compete with the foreign
production of this ore. For that purpose we have asked a tariff of
$10 per unit of tungstic trioxide, WO, contained in a short ton.

In subdivision 2 of section 1 of the bill there is a provision pro
tooting the manufacturers using tungsten by a compensatory duty.
After consultation with the producers and with the manufacturers
of the finished product, wo thought we had determined upon a proper
compensatory duty, which is provided for in subdivision 2 of section 1
of the bill. '

I would like to present to each member of tho committee a copy
of this brief, and will deliver to each member of the full committee
a copy of the same, and would like to have a copy of the brief incor-
porated in the record.

Gentlemen, I recognize that your time is very preciouS, that you
are vry busy. As you will noto, there are several parties represent-
ing these diffront interests who desire to be hoard at this hearing,
and I will not take your time further this morning, but would ask that
those suggested on this list be called. I thank you, gentlemen.

(The documents submitted by Representative Timborlake are hero
printed in full, as follows:)

A BILL, To provide revenue for the Government and to promote tile product Ion of tungsten ores and manu-
factures thereof in the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Mouse of Representatires of the United State.q of Amy ica
in Congress assembled, That on and after the day following the passage of this act there
shall be levied, collected, and paid upon the articles named herein, when imported
from any foreign country into the United States or into any of its possessions, the
rates of duties which are herein prescribed, namely:

First. Crude tungsten, ores, and concentrates,'$10 per unit of 4Omgtef tufngstic
trioxide therein contained, a unit being herein defined as I per (entum of w4efie
tiee-fti a short ton of two thousand pounded, vanly, trnty pound.i of lngstic
trioxide.

Second. Metallic tungsten, tungsten powder ferrotungsten (lump and pulverized),
forrotungsten powder, commercial tunstic acid, calcium tunistate, sodium tngptate,
and all otbler salts of tungsten and otbir manufactured materials containing tungsten,
including high-speed tungsten steel, all alloy steels containing tunisten, and all other
compounds containing tungsten not specifically provided for in this section, $1 per
pound of tungsten contained therein.

S. 2. That the provisions of this act shall not be deemed to repeal any tariff now
existing upon any substances or materials mentioned In this act.

AN ACT To provide revenue for tile Goveracnt and to promote th IroductIon oftungsten ores and manu

faeture t ereof in time United Stats.

Be it enacted by the Senate and H'oe of Representaties of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That on and after the day following the passage of this act there
shall be levied, collected, and paid upon the articles named herein, when imported
from any foreign country into the United States or into any of its possessions, the rates
of duties which are herein proscribed, namely:

First. Crude tungsten, ores, and concentrates, $10 per unit of tungstic trioxide
therein contained, a unit being herein defined as 1 per contum of a short ton of two
thousand pounds namely, twenty pounds of tungstic trioxide.

Second. Metallic tungsten, tungten powder ferrotungten (lump and pulverized),
ferrotungsten powder, commercial tungstic acid, calcium tungstate, sodium tungstate,
and all other salts of tungsten and other manufactured materials containing tungsten,
including high-speed tungsten steel, all alloj steels containing tungsten, and all other
compounds containing tungsten not specifically provided for in tis section, $1 per
pound of tungsten contained therein.
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SEc. 2. That there shall be'levied, assessed, and collected upon all tungsten oreand~oncntrates which have been Imported prior to the passage of this act from any

foreign country and hold or kept within the United States, wl en such ore has beoh
purchased by the owner thereof at a price lees than $17 per unit of tungsten trioxide
therein contained, a tax equal to the difference between the purchase price so paid
by the owner and the price named above in this section.

S C. 3. That the provisions of this act shall not be deemed to repeal any tariff now
existing upon any substances or materials mentioned in this act.

TUNGSTEN.

CONDENHED STATEMENT RELATING TO 1i. It. 4437. A BiLL FOl A I'ROTl-t .'iVr TAIIIFP

TUNGSTEN,

Tungsten is a metallic element, and is never found native, but in combination
with other materials in the form of ores, the only important commercially of which
are scheelite (calcium tungstate), ferberite (iron tungstate), woolframito (iron-man-
ganese tungtate), and hlibnerito (manganese tungetate). The crude tungsten ores
of commerce contain a large amount of foreign material, and as mined (with the ex-
ception of the rich surface float ores) are usually low grade, averaging a small per-
centgo of tungstic trioxide (Ma3). TheFO ores have to be oicentrated by machin-
ery to a high grade product, averaging from 50 per cent to 65 per cant tungstic trioxide,
one part tungsten (W) to three parts oxygen (0s). The standard concentrate of cent-
merce contains 60 per cent W03. A unit is 1 per cent of a short ton of 2,000 pounds,
namely, 20 pounds, of tungstic trioxide.

USES OF TUNGSTEN AND ITS PRODUCTS.

This high-grade concentrate is used in the manufacture of ferrotungsten sid other
tungsten products, which in turn are used in high-speed tool steel making. The
commercial tungsten products manufactured from tungsten concentrate consist of
ferrotungaten, tunpten powder, tungstie acid, calcium tungetate, and Fodium tung-
state. These products are manufactured by metallurgical and chemical plants espe-
cially equipped with electric furnaces and scientific apparatus designed for the pur-pose.

By far the greatest use of manufactured tungsten (forrottingten and tungsten
powder) Is in the making of high-speed tool steel. From 13 per cent to 20 per cent of
tungsten is used in high-speed steel. From 90 per ceit to 95 per cent of the tungsten
consumed is used for this purpose. Additions of tungsten Impart to tip steel the
property of retaining its temper at very high rates of speed and at extremely high
temperatures while tools made from simlilo carbon steels will not stand tip tinder these
severe conditions. This property is especially valuable in ro-called high-speed
cutting lathe tools, permitting the tools to operate at live or six times the cutting
speed formerly attained when carbon steel tools were used. and at the same time
permitting a inuch heavier, deeper (ht to be made in the steel object or machined
part. on % hich the tool is working. In a day and age demanding speed, accuracy,
production of'elency, and economy of time and labor, the tre of tungsten in thie
making of high-rpeed tools is impelrtive.

Ferrotungsten and tungsten powder are also tised in the manufaetre of special
alloy steels such as permanent magnet steel (containing 5 per cent tungsten), and
%ale steel for automobile and aeroplane engines. Its ue in high speedd tools enabled
the speeding up of the shipbuilding and muiition-making program aihd earned for
it its title of the "Key War Mineral." Its lie in tie manufacture of electric-latnp
filaments and wirelers'telephone amplifiers is well known.

'luingstic acid, calciiim tilintate, and sodiun tu.ngstate tire chiefly nred in tie (lye
and chemical industriems.

0 .4 IIt('-S.

The chief Qouirees of tnigten in the world ar- t:illtlier (lili, lluma, the United
'late.Q, and South Anuerica. The iluporlance of these respective tlliigpten ource.s is

in tie order nait ml. I elsit.s o niinor importance o((r iit other colintries.
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l10311*ITI(' PRODUCTVI'ON'.

'rill) Men (ire 'vas first (Iistover('( III junititV III th ilUited- -8t1100 Ikip he elr I HIM1(.
Tfhe disovery was imade in I Boulder tolultv, (Colo. luilnr tlip 141 veirs. prior to 191.1
thi* (listriCt imrOdllWd futlly' 60 per (cent of tl~e totel tulngstenl inled hI ile United
Stattes. Since 1914 fileo product on (of Collf'rii has1 abiou~t blfhan(edl that of ('olorado.
1'11ngtell 11t15 1)0031 found1 III eomol 13 Rl~st t f (IIth 17iioi and In Alaska.' 'ill' chief.
prodltion oilttside of C olorado and ('aditorni as been1 1)01obtaine~d in Xoeid and1 01(
Arizona. I )iseov (rivs made in Ne'vada du ring tlip latter part of 1918 hid fair to lie
ill extent the fbfinons deposits (of C oloradio andl Ca~lifornia.

Outside (if flip Un1ited still's fitll largest ))ridluetin in fte world is olitiiid in
s'lltiern Chiina and Bulrmla. 'i'is' distrlicts iII 1918 pri:dttced oIver 6O01 cen(!Pt (i1
thep total world output. A large 1part of tile Amiat ic tungisteni comes front ne1w fids
of high1.gradev float (ire that (a'bv111 gathered offI the groundal by coolie t aibor. In 8outh
America turngsten M~ining 11as been carried on for at nullai (If -years a11( sonic deep
mining has1 been done1. Porrtugal. lpr(educes at least half (of tile tunlfgsten (ire mline~d in
Europe. ile Portugese do posit are largely controlled by itritiash capital.

HIS8TORIY.

As above scite1, tungsten or, was first discovered in quantity' in tile VnIit4Xi States
ifl'tle vear 1900, lrom '(0 tonis iii that year tile annual produlklion roIse to 1 .600 tons'
at the ileginning (if 1914. UndIer ft(- le injlfllus of higher price's and1 thle demand of
World WVri ilec6Qsiles. wo plroduc1ed from 5,000fto 0.000 toneof 0 per cent concentrate
in e'ach (if tile years 1916. 1917. and 191,1. Old canflps revived. andt as till- resltt Ilf
discovery atifer discovery a11( dlevelopmenlt after dIevelopment. nlew and( thlrivinig
towns grew ilp in ('olorado. California. Nevadla. Arizona. and many other places,

tivng investutenit ht an 3liill itns of caital a141 d employII JFment tol til(I1501dt (if people,

At tile present time11 all (if the tungsten mlifles and( cloncentrating plants throughout
the country are cli-sed do~wn. Th~e question presented is whether theo (domestic tllng-
sten-mining ili(Ilstrymi b1e11 1)0 orse nde51 (if the uni1ts of tile industrial Indepenld-
ence (if Amjerica. or whether it is going t,) lIe allowed to perishi and (disappear from
tile U~nited1 :States. Uniless (llngres:4 illterveues time domes~ctic pri.dul(tioik will be
completely wiped ouit iby the c'ompelttion1 arising (lit oIf tile cond1(itio(,1 f tile oIre de-
posits 1and( the submIlerg('d labor of Asia. 1H. It. '1437, inltrod~uced by (ngressman
T'imberlake, (If Colorado. June11 2. 1919. is designed to) renjedv tis itluatlill. Tis
bill1 levies a tariff (If $10 per uniit (If 20 pounds tlungstlC trioxido (I till ifllprt1t1011
(If tngsteli (Ire, 1111(. whlile allowing thle lieselut tariff onl the finished lprojdloct to

lnerease1 co~st caused by thip riff pilace'd osil tile crude tire.

It, is a striking ia('t Ini till- Ilisiry IdI tungst~en that by flir fte greatest part oif the
world's tunglsten1 tir was illipirlcd ill (hienav prior IIIto1the W orld Wial. Pa1r1 oIf
tihis tollilalO' waIs Ow Il(ll P(x irte'aqI ('Ileltrate. 'i'll(! nations (If tile wcrld were
molire or les VSttk(-1l ilV slurlrIooen~il with It ill' ad(vent oIftieWrtiy tdel rlid
thlat (iermllv hadl c'.ani1pel ('~infrolll( tis vital vs*,.mitlil (f ile war. 'Even the
(lXteIlsiv(- hlt"ti, I, ilt nrol led (lejli:-4tsid( Burnit had1( beenCI ('witribu~tinlg to I ierlally's
strex of t inlen~t3. With1 tihe ri('iiiltif~l of (ftm great )miden li(ved f(.r tligs(I 'I1(eat
ltrftoin placed 1ti llII111rI l 11 ltlipill1iIlts froi' Bit ishi (.44lienIOS and1( lws.55$1I11.4,

Unuitedl S1taitts were sllddenly (''lrofltd witi It iiWHlOlISAshrtage (if tunigstenI. liccatwo
of 1110 faCt 11111t4 oil)' IIW111 llo-. hamd t111 (lvn ('11 (pd muff~iviellf ly tol 1oill tI I Slkij)Ij~t

('(l it ry 'ill ( r toreiewlilt (W'vr (I)kl'I' rV .10t11111 Wats l prdivvdl. liv far (lie grealte.tpart,
If tunle tlli (i re inp-1iem'(d in11o(i riIalv wIts Illulactu ' tIn t 111(illi$II('( ferro-

hI'vl1ltly, appalrenlt ly, was flit- (,ill% natloll in lt-l world that seemed('( too realize
full\. ille 1111 i11lll of t iltllt 4I i111161l tis Il lod, ft or. mtliug 110millv Unit!ed Stat I'

aI (ii ritto, CnIi(iiroilt, *NoC'. , .%uiI , simil 0 t Ilia, 31 ksmil, Aths. Ul, \(% Mwx111. Ma 11111IimI,
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was always one of the greatest users of the tungsten finished product, and was some.
times the largest, and always a comparatively large, producer of tungsten ore, the
trading center of the tungsten industry was in Germany, and G(ennany's exports of
ferrotungston and tungsten powder wont largely to lEngvland and the Onited tates.
With the advent of the World War, however, the same ilnperative demand which had
built up the tungsten ore-mining towns and concentrating mills, and which set itn
motion the necessary machinery for perfecting the dye and chemical industry in the
United States, accomplished magical development' of the ferroalloy and tungsten
metallurgical industry, giving to the American tungsten nliner a market for his prod-
uct in this country instead of Germany.

PUTUnE DOMESTIC CONSUIPTION A\D I'IODUTION.

An estimate of the peace needs of our country for the next few years has conserva-
tively placed our reqtuirements at about 6,01H or 7,000 tons of 60 per cent concentritte
per ye ir. With the placing upon tungsten ores of a tariff sifficient to amure the
Ainerican tungsten miner reasonable protection against unfair competitionn the expe-
rienceo of the last three years has amply demonstrated the capacity of our donestih
production to furnish a very large part-fron 3,500 to -l.01i tons-of the tonnage
required for domestic consumption.

COMPARATIVE- COSTS OF PRODUCTION.

A careful analysis of mining conditions in the Orient furnihes ample evidence
that 60 per cent ores may readily be delivered at our eastern seaboard from southern
'hina at S0 or $7 per unit and slill afford the Asiatic miner a fail- profit, while twice

that amount would not equal even the average cost of American production.
The labor employed in mining Asiati. ttungsten ore is coolie labor, which is reported

as being paid approximately 40 cents per day for men and 20 cents per day for women
and chi dren. Most of the deposits of Soulh America are mined b' ntive Indian
laborers who are paid somewhat better than the coolie labor of 'hiia. In Portugal
women and boys are used in the sorting of ore at a daily wage of from 10 cents to 20.
cents. Mine lhbor, recruited from the peasant classes, is paid from 50 cents to Ot
cents per day.

The difference is not due solely to the labor cost, moreover, but is de its well to
the fact that the surface deposits can be gathered up very cheaply, and these deposits
are almost always quite large and very high grade. In the average foreign float field
it is not unusual to be able to gather'up hiAgh-grade ore which will analvze 60 to 65
per cent tungstic trioxide. There are now no known American floaj fields. As
mining operation on our American deposits extend downward into the ground and
we get beyond the zone of surface enrichluent, we have to mine low-gratle ores,
soene of them. analyzing its low as one-half of I per (ent tungsti, trioxide,
and these ores then have to le concentrated by the miner to it high-grade
product analyzing about 6J0 per cent tungstic trioxi(. 'To illustrate the point, it.
would take 80 tons of I per cent. ore to concentrate into I toil of 6i1 lwr ce(nt ore, after
making due allowanvo tr the loss occurring in, the process of concentration. Th
nectessity of making this conceii ntti coinIllls the installation. etquiinimnt. ina1agt-
Illelit, and naintenatice of large c',stlv mills and colclittrattloll plants as altit ire
new elemtent of cost in addition to tho'cost of developmnltL and extract ion of the ort'.
Because of these facts the protection asked for is not dute ,olely to It i', differele illlabor cost between the Conljtric. In addition thereto lUIst hc'cihd liddilional
cost, tiecesmry to afitigtard life anl limb under our saltitarv ilIluslial mining laws
which are in conformity with the Amcerican standard. No tariff, therefore, w1,ihhl he
fail- to the producer which would be predicated ulmnio any one of tle factors alopite
iiistead of taking then all into considrralion.
.\A ainqt etich conditions u.- tle~le, Collil~etition ll llde' tilt! sttalldtU'ds of .\llirltq i't labor

is nllanil'e.41 llx• iplo..,ile. Th'le Aliricaln killing industry, lo,!,Miler wilh lhbe i'ery
largo illivest liell (s tled 11l) ill it, fave (lestlrull(ioll, lllc '111(. ' Ill a Illla-Ul1, # rot" ll'h'titit

shall bie accorded its will give the Almeiciian lutigstell llilc'r III Ica-t till ' , 'biIal ill
the comiilitioni for tle Almterictli lairke'.

ARGtU.XNTS IN IAVOlt OF I'ROTECTION To TUINGSTIE. ONE 11INEIt.

No fair, arginient can be alduiced in favor of the, illjortaticto of forivl t0uiimtz"tl
ores to the coinplete 'xfhisimi of the dilustic proihii.. and lr'' are I NiIV 4'tI1so ll'

why a fail mea. ur' of protrt lltM hulivc' ext enici, to tII. h lo.tlet ion of I lie' gI' clue-lio.
material. to safetiard th e vxistclice lcc'rliialo'li.e of I -W iII'l t1tiV, S11111, of wthi'.h
Smay he Inielly s ated as follows:
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1. In the first, pla('e. we are not embarrassed by any consideration of the necessity
of furnishing tonnage for ships bringing the product from foreign countries, because
the volume of tonnage of this particular material is so small as to be, for such purpose,
practically neglgible.

2. Any export trade to foreign country desiring the manufa(ured finished product
of ferro-tungsten or tungsten powder for expert from the United States would not be
necessarily'in any way afeted bv the duty levied on the ore tinder the provisions of
this bill, for no Ameellcan ore'is available therefor under present conditions, and the
manufacture of such products from the ore of ('hina or South America for such rur.
poso could he carried oil and conducted in bond, just as Is now done in the case of the
smolting-in-bond business. of zinc anal lead foreign ores.

3. It is better to afford such protection to the home industry as will make permanent
the communitie.4 that have been built up and developed'in connection with and
because of them, thereby giving employment to thousands of our home people, and
at the same time give to the finished product and steel concerns a supply of stabilized
character upon which they van depend instead of having to rely upon the uncer-
tainties and fluctuations i price incident to the importation of foreign products.

4. The wide range of the price of tungsten during the past 18 or 20 years would servo
to demonstrate that an ad valorem tariff will not. hell) our tungsten-nining industry or
the stabilization of tungsten-ore prices. The greatest sources of such ore to-day out-
side of the'Uiited States are in countries' which are not consumers. On an ad valorem
basis our mine operations would fluctuate with the changes in the selling price of
foreign ores at the poipt of export, and if tle 'elling price of Asiatic ores should become
low our mining industry, if operating under an ad valorem duty, would again have to
be closed down. On the other hand, a tariff based on so much per unit tbnds to
stabilize the value of ore mined regardless of price fluctuations in foreign countries.
and this serve. at least to guarantee to the miner that the market will not be cut out
from underneath him completely.

5. Under the provisions of this bill while sufficient protection is given to thb miners
of tungsten ore, the lprov'isiong of paragraph "Second l' of the first section are intended
to protect by a compensatory differential the interests of the finished product and
high-speed tool steel meii, without unduly raising the price of the product. As a
matter of fact, if our tungsten mines are going to remain shut down, by the failure to
pass such legislation as will revive anti adequately aid them to continue in operation,
the Chinese ore producer will raise the selling pice of his ore to a figure just below
what would sustain American production, and congr esional inaction would then have
succeeded in killing our mining industry without having conferred any real benefit
on the consumer.

0. From the standpoint of conservation, particularly in reference to preparedness,
as was pointed out by Mr. .. It. tolmes, jr., in the hearing before the Committee on
Ways and Means, a duty of $10 per unit will enable tungsten mine operators of our
country to develop the tungsten resources, so that in case of a national emergency we
could produce quickly tuns,,ten ore at a rate sulicient to meet the requirements of
the Nation in any critical period. It must be remembered that true conservation is
not promoted bv timidly sitting beside some isolated mine, already discovered and
only partially deelopeil, arid refusing to open it up further. Onily energetic and
persistent timning, has 'been responsible for the development of the present-known ore
reserves of the country.

The known ore deposits at the bogining of 1918 were greatly increased during the
year through new discoveries, parV ularly in Nevada. There is no reason why a
permanent miting industry should not develop just as has been the case with gold,
silver, copper, and other minerals in our Western States. New discoveries were con-
stantly being made in States which heretofore were not supposed to contain tungsten
in sulleiont quantities to be of importance. To illustrate the growth of now fields,
in 1917 it began to be rumored that Nevada bad tungsten mineral wealth of great im-
portance, and Novada actually produced du ing that year 250 tons of concentrate
containing 60 per cent tunstic trioxide. In 1918 Nevada produced 885 tons, and
producers of that State now claim that they can equal the production of either Colo-
ratio or (alifornia ot:' of entirely now properties discovered through the intensive
prospecting and development that arose under war necessity.

Wo must remember that tungsten mining is a comparatively now industry, and
that until the war there was no great incentive to discover the deposits of it which
exist in the United States. The history of tungsten mining in this country presents
thus far a remarkable parallel to the history of gold mining, When the abnormally
rich gold digiins of the days of '.19 were first discovered and mined there were timid
prophets who feared that \% ith the passing of tho.3o surface deposits the country would
exhaust its resources of gold. The prospector and the miner, however, proved that
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the real permanent gold resources of this country existed in lodes and veins in 11m
ground, and that the surface deposits of all kinds had been merely erosions and de.
posits from these veins. It was only by his incessant digging, prospecting, develop.
meant, and mining of these veins that the real permanent gold industry of the country
that has been part of its history for the last 70years was finally brought about. The
miner knows that surface float ores are really indications of the presence of these ores
somewhere in the neighborhood in the more permanent form of lodes and veins. The
pro6liecting and mining of tungsten made possible by the experience of the last four
years, Instead of causing any legitimate fear of how long our reserves will last, han
resulted in the discovery of many entirely new fields and has demonstrated that the
permanency of tungsten mining as an industry depends upon the continued develop-
ment and mining of its deeper mines, lodes, and deposits.

7. As to American capital invested in tungsten mines in this country, this corn.
mitteo knows that the companies or individuals owning such mines have to bear their
full share of all taxation. Profits made by American capital invested in foreign coun-
tries, on the other hand, however large, ill never pay any part of the normal, excess
profits, or war tax as applied to corporations under exist lug laws, and it is doubtful
whether the Government would even be able to collect an income tax. But any
American having capital invested in a foreign country that would oppose the present
bill would be a poor sort of American; because, without a dutyopon tungsten ore, he
is in a position of getting his foreign ores into the country without paying to the
Government a dollar of revenue upon its importation. In opposing this bill he would
toe advocating the continuance of a condition under which the investments already
made of American capital in this country would become valueless, American com-
munities'would be wiped off the map, and American workmen driven to find employ-
ment elsewhere, in order that he might get his foreign ore into the country without
paying any revenue on it to his Government.

8. This bill. moreover, has a distinct revenue-producing feature, for the reason that
while $10 per unit only covers a difference In cost of production of the average tungsten
mines of the United States as against that of the low cost of production in foreign
fields, the duty of $10 per unit is not prohibitive, and is not intended to be pro-
hibitive, but, on the contrary, would tve a maximum of revenue to the Government
from this mining industry. Competition from foreign ores would still continue under
conditions that would neverthless allow domestic production, and the best estimates
are that under a dut of $10 per unit the mines of the United States will produce
only 60 per cent (if home consumption, leaving 40 per cent to be imported, upon
which a duty of $10 per unit would le collected, and thus produce direct revenue
to the Government, whereas at present the governmentt is getting no revenue what-
soever from this sound e. Upon the basis of an estimated importation of 3.000 tons
of foreign tungsten ore this would mean a direct revenue of $1,800.000 annually, and
upon the basis of an estimated importation of 3,500 tons ef foreign tungsten ore this
would mean a direct revenue of over $2.000.000 annually, all of which is now entirely
lost to the Government. Furthermore, the domestie'production of G0 per cent of
the total dome.stic consumption of tungsten ore would furnish its quota of direct
revenue to the Government upon normal, excess, and war-prifit taxes, as well as
upon.hwih income tax of stockholders as individuals. Even if any mine can pro-
duce tungsten ore at considerably les. than the average cost of producing tungsten
ore, the Governmient would still receive a very large percentage of any such profits.
under the present revenue laws, whereas at present, with our domestic mines closed
down, there is no revenue to the Government from production from any of them.

9. This bill is, in addition, an emergency measure. Surely, whether his is a
measure of protection with substantial incidental revenue, or a substantial revenue
bill with incidental protection, is beside the point, because it may be based upon
a higher consideration of public policy, namely, that the protection afforded by its
provisions will go far to insure the rehabilitation and permanency, and the possi-
bility of mobilization in war and peace, of an industry that will contribute in no
small degree toward the industrial independence of America. Just as Germany.
prior to the war, exercised and maintained a complete monopoly of the dye and
chemical industries, it is equally true that she controlled completely this most
essential of all war minerals, tungstern, which was so indispensable in speeding up
our ship and gun program. Bow far the increasing importance of future events in
cotuitries bordering on the shores of the Pacific may become, it is not vouchsafed us
to know. If there should come upon us a war shutting out our present source of
supply. with our tungsten mines all closed down. and filled with water or caved in.
andtheir mills and concentration plants scrapped or gone to decay, we would le in
no position to meet the emergency. Plainly the part of our tariff system which
affects this mineral and its products is one which needs prompt attention. In this
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connection, the following sentence from the President's mossago calling this special
session of Congress is worthy of consideration:

"To oxperlonces of the war have made it plain that in some cases too groat reli.
ance on foreign supply is dangerous, and that in (ltermining certain parts of our
tariff policy domestic considerations must be borne in nind which are political as
well as economical."

Senator TuioiAs. 'Mr. Chairman, if we are to hear al these gen-
tlon in an hour and a half, I would suggest that their time be
divided.

Senator WATSON. Either that, or, if you are willing, we might
give them one more day in order to hear what they have to say.

Senator TiioMA.s. I am perfectly willing to do that.

STATEMENT OF MR. NELSON FRANKLIN, DENVER, COLO.,
VICE PRESIDENT THE RARE METALS ORE CO., OF ROLLINS-
VILLE, COLO.

Senator WATSON. Mr. Franklin, is there a difference in the quality
of this ore as found in the different States?

Mr. FRANKLIN. In what way do you mean, sir?
Senator WATSON. Why is it necessary that you should have a

man from your State and a man from California and a man from any
other State? Doesn't the statement of one embrace the whole
situation?

fr. FRANKLIN. No, sir. Mining conditions are very different in
Colorado from what thev are in California.

Senator WATSON. As relates to the accessibility of the ore?
Mr. FRANKLIN. Yes, sir; there is a difference in the veins, and the

O0e dlposits are very different in the two States.
Senator WATsoN. But the ore itself is the same?
Mr. FRANxKLIN. The ultimate ore? Xo; the ultimate ore is not the

sane. .In Colorado we produce ferberite, which is an iron ore of
tungten. In California they produce scheelite and in Nevada and
Arizona they produce scheeliie, which is a calcium or lime tungstate.

Senator WATSON. But they are eventually used for the same
purpose ill manufacture I

Ur. FRANKTIN. For the sa I pIrpose; yes, sit.
Senator WATSON. Have you a statement of tie amount 10 1tproduced

in this country and tile amount produced in the different competing
countries in tiio worhl

Mr. FR(AN KUN. Yes, sir: that is all emlbraceld ill the Househearings,
and it is .1 tile Tariff (ollinssion's report. .The hlparing was quite
extelisive, but we have sNoile additional testiflloily which was not
brought out there.

Senator WArsox. )oes that pretend. to give a statement of the
cost of reductionn of those ores in the different competing countries ?

Senator TOMAms. I do not think so myself; it is not satisfactory.
It does give it ill general terms.

MNr. FRANKIN.Y. 11u are speaking of the Tariff Coumnission report,
Senator.

Senator WATSON. Either the Tariff omissionin report or the
hearings before the Ways and Means Conunittee.

Senator TloM 41s. I iwlldi e th ariff (!onmlissio relmort and the
hearings before the lI I'se coinmiltlee and ('ohagressmnan Tinberlake's
statehient.
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S01nato- WVATSON. Of COurs, the big thling ill lviOn-Ig it tar-iff is to
know what it costs to prodluen tile orek101 hoi'ead *What it CORtN to
pr1oduce8 it inl competing countries, and if those facets ean be givent it,
will Rinllfy tile matter.

Mr. FnA'XKrIX. Tf T 11Ay' pEOCOd With Illy to-stiiMi1, 'Sonator.
Watsonl, those questions' wifl al y 'oflie 11t),in what. I haeto 81aY.

Trhis bill before its vassa!ge by the Hlouse had anl extensive ihear-ig
before the Ways and Mens Nioniittee, at Which tille a full hiistot'y
of tunlg-stenl was givenl. There was also 1111(01 testimlonly givenl as t~o
thle (le')lorl-fle ironidltionl of thle industry at that time. 'Manyi letters
anld tel('granls, from western tungsten ore producing companies were
before that ('olmittee.

I -mllit. to you one(, telegram, which caome fr(?m 22 companies of
Color'ado, (overlng the situation:

(Trle telegram recferrled to is here- printedliin full, as, follows--:)

1) PxNv 1,t,('oi.o.. 11me 9, 1919.
110on. V'HAS. It. TiIITAXE

1161s8 of Ii'prstntalif-c, lI'suinqluon, D). C.
Having receivedl tile informationt front Washingoon that it hee.1riing is to he held on

ITueshiv. June 10. nefore till Ways all(1 Means ('oilmit te onl your0 bill, If. It. 4I,137,
at hu1rried ineetinsg 1111 Illel ('alild for to-dily of the princ(iplal Iflllgate" ritcodwrs of
Biouldler ('otntv, ('olo., at whidch the tmusten interests were r('pres-intell by 15 rellre-
seliathitiv of 22 prodi-eing companies. 'Tile early hearings p~recluldes thle poih~dility
of jiersulial relpreselitatioll lit tile ieaiig, therefore Mr. J. I. Ilee. Jr.. of the
'rittigm Prodilets Co., now in Washinigt on. will attendl the hotiring in behalf of the
pre hners who have signed this telegrm.n WP 1eg t.o relpresont to yon that th ItMng-
stn indhustry in Colorado i it very critical conditions. All miles arid mills now

closed (down:. Two (if the largest. wproperties are ntow being disorantil d 11 others con.I
tonijlating satmaction. liie aerlifi lllrt~iO s tle mines are rapidly fill.

m~ills. which were erectedi ait a (!.,1t 01 lfflwardl(f $1 .100000. In addition, there is ill-
Vested in minecs ove'r $2.000t.(01, till (If which will lit- a toital loss. miless we get relief
from condk(itionms which exist to-Iday. owing i(1 compllet ition from iniportatimis oIf foreign

rgmae 1) n cheaplbo ( if trs '.5linhtry i Colarado has0 ployed for 53111
year iat, till ila\ g AI 110 meon, lrerell n pad(' ,10prois(e)l.~
11)100 thec lnlh'stry. rim1( average wage for 1114 was $4.8.1 per day for eight hol-rs'

labor, representing a total pay roll for a year of 310( working days (If over $i2,0)10.000.
1)imring the( war 700 m101entereile the aervive from thme indlivtr. till (If whiom were
promised their jobs bacek if fortunate emotgli to return after t11(1 ncAIhliill (If thll wiair.
A Irge nuller have rotllrned il(] are isom for I heir Jo~bs; others are(h dilly retimmng.
It is the(. consm11is of opinion (If the )rmli,-cer.4 lprittimt tiat ai Imiiinn'dll at y of $10
per uimit, under p)resellt and~ expected ImIlprolved condl~itionms will result in it res-ilmptinn
of operations by at largo j-l'rcmltagI (If the( C olorado prodlucers. 'I'll United States
'Tariff ollissiol titl its lmariig ho11 ld Il eilvem' in .11111. 1918l. elitaiilet IId xistive
information regarding aill iphavsm (If tme indumstry ill Colorado amnd tis rei mit. together
with their conlinms tllereila. are io oililt alvailable to thme Wumvs anll Mean Colo.
Illittee. This tolegraill im stlp;plumemtary to it brief covering the lmdl'stry which will
))C pIIIsI'mited to the W~ays and Meamis Ci (liliiltteg llrolred byv Mr. Illtes 11(1 dOthers.

C alastropliv Mille.( Co.; Bhoulder Ti'mmgsten lProtlmmct ion Co.; 'rimmsPt~ Momi.
tainl M liiis C'o.; ('alillm Met-als CI. lirkt'r lrit; TIimligsteti Mines ('o.;
Vus5co Mule C~o.; Wolfer0ongaotlN ill' Co.; Eh"ony 'hl'ttgseit Co.: (Chance0
Minling Co.; (leo. W. 'l'eal 'Iluigst'mi intVretM ;1t1110 Tiungstemi P'roduicts

0, ,o ; ogers- 1 i'tmt ; Colorado( Tl'nnst('n C orpoll bit agle, 11(1k MIill-

1g 11 Millillg (.;Ire ltls(rCo;lok etal NIines ('.;T'lIIop
1. .asil 1 Co.: lloaildur I ltmvfer Tlmngst.mi l'r(Ihli(ts Co.; MI(javelioulder

.\Ilr. I'IIAN\it.1X. 'itle United Staltes Geological Survey and thle
[*lilt(.(I 'Sittt's '11i'iII Comisiion ful-i'tt-led at IitgI' inioUnit of (latu
anill Statistics otl cost of product iol ill th dIn'(leretit Stille1s, 'They
also, thlrolngi WIt i)(ss('s ftrom ('ti(' of t il('S(, (I(iitifl'lt. oIf t he (by-
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ernri.nt, furnished much information as to the amount of ore in sight
and tle amount that could be developed.

A number of -western tungsten ore producers are here to give tes-
timony before your committee. It is not our purpose to occupy much
of your valuable time; no more than will allow us to present the vital
points to 'our committee and also present some important facts that
have developed since that hearing by the Ways and Means Committee.

Senator WATSON. Do you regard the statements or. information
furnished by the Tariff Commission as accurate?

Mr. FRANKLIN. In many instances it is accurate. In some instances
they seem to have a lack of information that is really reliable, but they
did the best they could to gather it from the sources they had to
gather it from.

The tungsten industry in the United States amounted to very little
prior to the war. The tungsten ore that was mined was exported to
Germany, which country prior to the war controlled the tungsten
iEVTistry and exported to this country ferrotungsten and tungsten
powder. Prior to the war there was little tungsten refined in this
country. During the war the United States became the leading nation
in the r6flning of tungsten and in the manufacture of tungsten steel
products.

Tungsten is not only an essential war mineral but is just as essen-
tial as a peace mineral. The production of all finished steel on an
economical basis is dependent on tungsten high-speed steel tools. In
the manufacture of high-speed tool steel 90 to 95 per cent of the
world's production of tungsten is consumed.

When referring to a ton of-tungsten ore it means a ton of 60 per
cent tungstic trioxide (WOs), which grade of ore is used as the basis of
value in the rtarket quotations.

Tungsten ore is sold at a price per unit of a ton. A unit is 1 per
cent of a ton, or 20 pounds, of tungstic trioxide (W0,9); 60 per cent
ore means 60 units, or 1,200 pounds, tungstie trioxide (WO) per ton
of ore, or 951.6 pounds metallic tungsten (W) per ton of ore.

When a tungsten field is first discovered the ore is found as high-
grade float on the surface and is cheaply produced. When the surface
ore has all been gathered mining underground starts, and the cost of
production increases as depth is attained. The surface ores are rich, .
frequently carrying 60 per cent and over tungstic trioxide. They have
become rich by the erosion thr6iuh centuries of the waste material

from the ore. 'There is a definite limit to this class of ore. There is
no definite limit to the quantityof ore to be mined from deep mining.
I will quote from the United States Tariff Commission:

Although tungsten ore is widely distributed over the earth's Gurface, 80 per cent
of the world's production comes from the United States, Burma, and Bolivia. Tung-
sten deposits are characteristically erratic. Three stages can be distinguished in their
exploitation: (1) A stage when lie ore can be picked up on the surface or gouged
from the easily mined surface deposits; (2) a second tae which the easily and
cheaply ohtaifled material has been largely exhausted an d nergroundi mining is in
progress at only a few especially favored properties; and (3) the stage of production
from developed underground mines.

There is no known :ustitute for tungsten, and it has been properly
named the "key war mineral."

By the use of tungsten high-speed steel tools, one man and one
machine can do the work of five men and five machines using carbon
steel tools, with a resultant saving in the cot o.f finished steel.
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The increase in efficiency by using tungsten in high-ipeed steel
tools was not well known ujitil the wair period, and new uses are still
being-found for tungsten stool.

Senator WATSON.- It was t iod before the war period?
Mr. FRANKLIN. Yes.
Senator WATSON. Was it used in this countryI
Mr. FRANKLYN. Ye3. Some high-speed steel was manufactured in

this country prior to the war, but it did not become much of an indus-
try untir the beginning of the war in 1014.

The coilsumption of tungsten in the United States during the war
showed a marked increase each year, reaching about 16,000 tons in
1918, of which amount there was produced in this country about
5,000 tons, the balance being imported.

The normal consumption of tungsten in the United States will Ie
about 7,500 tons per year. I would say, Senator, as to that, that
we have very carefully gone over the situation among the consum-
ers of tungsten andi it'is the consetisus of opinion that that is about
the consumption in normal times.

About 5 000 tons per year can be produced in this country, on an
average selling price of 1;etween 822 and $25 pro unit.

About 4,000 tons per year can be produced in this country at an
average selling price of .$15 to $18 per unit.

' The bill (1I. R. 4437) provides for a duty of $10 per unit of tungstie
trioxide in ore. It provides for a duty of $1 per pouni1d metallic
tung iten contained in the various finished products of tilmgsten.

Senator WATSON. Is that quantity sufficient to supply the Ameri-
can demand?

Mr. FiRANKLIN. The American demand. a4 I have stated, would be
7,500 tons per year, and we can, under think bill produce -1,000 tons.
We would then'have to import 3,500 tons per year. I will cover that
point in my testimony. It is a well-estabisled fact that, owing to
economic condition. in this country and the condition of deep mining
in thi country, we can not compete with the production of foreign
countries, even in limited quantities, as not a single tungsten mine
is capable of operating now in this country under the price for ore
now prevailing. That is a fact, Senator. 'I[hero is not a mine in
operation to-day in the United States, even the most favored ones.

Senator W,%Tso.X. Do you mean by that that importation has
begun ?

Sfr. IIIANKLI'N. Yes, sir. I will Cover that point also.
Under a tariff of $10 per unit, a maxiinim production would not

be the reult, but a )roductio of 4..000 tons per year could be ratui-
tained.

Under a tariff of $10 per unit. the mining of tingsten would be a
stablized industry and there would ho an icentive to capital in the
development of tie very large low-grade contact metamorphie depo's-
its now known to exist in California and Nevada.

In that connection I might say that I have per'sonallv examined
every tungsten property in the Vntilod States. I did hat during
1917 and 1018 in California and Nevada--.those new tungsten de-
posits.

Senator ThOMAS. What is ti present market price of tungsten,
Mr. Franklin ?

Mr. FRIA. iK ,. About $7.50 now, Senator Thomas. in New York.
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Senator THOMAS. Are there no mines in the United States that
can produce at that figure?

Mr. FRANKLIN. Not one, sir.
Senator TjIOMAS. How about the mines at Atolia?
Mr. FRANKLIN. The Atolia mine is the only large mine there, and

their cost last year will be testified to by Mr. Griffin. I do not know
the exact figure. He has the statement front them for last year. I
assume they did produce at a very low price when they had the de-
posits nearer the surface. But he will testify fully as to Atolia. He
has the statements from the company, and is authorized to present
them here.

The average grade of ore that is mined in the fissure veins of
Colorado and California is from one to five per cent. The veins in
many instances are narrow, but many of them can be operated under
a selling price of $15 to $18-per unit.

You are probably familiar, Senator Thomas, with the conditions
in Colorado.

Senator THOMAS. I am familiar with them in a general way. I
have not, however, visited any of them. I might say that we had
hearings in 1913 before the Simmons Committee on the same subject.

Mr. FRANKLIN. The large contact metamorphic deposits of Nevada
and California were not developed until 1917 and 1918. These de-

osits carry from one half to one and one half per cent ore and can
e operated under a selling price of $15 to $18 per unit.
The Asiatic ores now being imported by this country are being

sold at about $7.50 per unit.
Senator TjIOMAS. You said a few minutes ago, quoting, I think,

from the expert of the Tariff Commission, that the bulk of this ore
came from Bolivia, Burma, and the United States. Burma is in
Asia. Are there any other sources of supply in Asia?

Mr. FRANKLIN. Most of the ore now comes from China. Those are
new deposits, discovered in 1916--surface deposits.

With a $10 duty, that would bring the selling price of ore to $17.50
per u lt in this country.

The United States, at a selling price of $17.50 or unit, can produce
4,000 tons of the requirement of 7,500 tons, and there would have to
be imported 3,500 tons.

Senator WATSON. Do you think that is the limit of American pro.
duction?

Mr. FRANKLIN. At that rate of duty; yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. Well, at any rate of duty?
Mr. FRANKLIN. The American production, as I have said, -would

be 5,000 tons. That is all we didproduce during the war. Unless
there are some new developments that 'will give us a larger amount
of tungsten--

Senator WATSON. That are not in sight?
Mr. FRANKLIN. That are not absolutely in sight.
Senator WATSON. So it might be predicted that you never can

supply the American demand ?
Mr. FRANKLIN. I do not say we never can, but with our present

knowledge, without further discoveries, and under our present esti-
mates of-future consumption, we can not.

The revenue that would be derived by the Government on this
3,500 tons would be approximately $2,000,000.
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We have been furnished by the United States Geological Suriey
with a tabulated statement showing the importations by the United
States of tungsten ore for this year up to October 1. This state-
ment shows by months the tungsten imported and gives the names
of the countries from which the material originated. Since June
there has been a rapid increase each month in the tonnage imported.
In June the importations amounted to 410 short tons, whereas Sep-
tember reached tho figure of 992 short tons. The total importations
for the nine months of 1919 ending Octo'er 1 amounted to 7.090
short tons of 60 per cent ore, of which total 1.401 tons came from
South America and 5,542 tons was Asiatic ore.

I will hand the Secretary a copy of th,, United States Geological
Survey tabulated statement referred to in order that it may become
a part of my testimony in the record.

(The statement referred to is here printed in full as follows:)

Imports q'ftunysten-braring ore into the Tnit',l Stutes from aIll countries during the months
January to Sepltmbte, 1919.

(',uittles. January. February. March. April. ?,lay.

Tons.! Dollars. Tons. Dollars. Tons. Dollars. Tons. Dollars. Tons. Dollars.
Mexico ............ ...... .58 13,375 ..... .......... ...... .............. ........... 4 2,614
Argenthn .......... 15 2,907............ i 26,
'hite.............. . 38 43,511 03 88,030 24 20,818 35 48,121 1 1,661
Colomhila..............1 1,312 .... ........I
leru.............. 17 28,050 60 62,752 :38 37,480 56 40,669 211 20,500
China... ............ 270 293,772 424 442,626 0 O- rt,,405 25 11,474 63 35,178
Ifongcng.............. 474 450,219 477 .502,989 1 02,623 180 192,899 151 144,658

ana ................ ...... ......... ...... 172 ...... . ......... ................
Bolivia .................. ...... .......... 14 9,984 . ......... ! .... : . ................
'hosen ............... 46 I 58,375 '. .. ......... .......... I..............
Japan................ ......... I 451 045,88W 11 13,388.. ...... .. ........
Canada 1812,750 ..........
Straits Settements ...... ........... ....... ............... 50 44,688

Total...........873 913,146 1i,535 1,810,.V4 17 625,620 314 305,913 2

Countries. June. July. August. September.

Tons. Dollars. Tom.. Dollars. Ton s.1 Dolar.
Mexico ............................. 3 ..... o. . D ,s......... ..... I T..........
Argentlna ........... 50 40,000 ................... 12 3,377 20 1(,205
Ci*e .......................... ! 136., ,00 90 64,143' 124 67,480 ' 82 82,899
Peru.:::::::::::::::: ".. . . . 99 50,337 3 5,764 3 1, 361 13 7,374
(China............................. ...... .......... So 5 8,501 130 50, 836 70 24,956
Hfongkong . ............ . ...... .......... 187 1 36,352 284 107,708 477 . 197,251
Bolivia ............. .................... 53 41,045 ...... .........j 83 38,917
Japan........... '.53 57,780........................... 73 40,801

Total ...................... 232,717 5 5 231,037 818 408,40

Total for first nine months, 1919,5,843 long tons, valued at $5,027,349, probable W03 content, 145 per cent
or more. Equivalent in short tons carrying 60 per cent WOi, 7,090.

Mr. FRANKLIN. The ore credited to Chile all(I part of the ore
credited to Peru, in the above table, is of Bolivian origin. Tile 1,401
tons imported this year from South America has come into this
country in competition with Asiatic ore and the duty contemplated
in this bill wo d in no way affect the importations of that amount
of ore from South America. ' The duty asked for would place domestic
production only on a competitive basis with South American and
Asiatic ores, and it is not a prohibitive (duty.

Senator MCCUMBER. What is the duty asked for?
Mr. FRANKLIN. $10 per unit.
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Senator THOMAS. According to your statement nofduty would be
prohibitive, because we can not produce as much as we consume.

Senator WATSON. Yes; that is what T inad in mind all the time when
I was asking about the possible American production.

Let me ask you this, in that connection. What is the amount of
capital invested in this mining enterprise?

Mr. FRANKLIN. I imagine about $20,000,000, as near as I can figure
it. It may be greater than that. Of course, there has been consider-
able money lost in the mining of tungsten, but I mean the capital
at the present time that might be recovered if they could operate
their properties sufficiently. That does not take into account
money that has been lost by companies that have gone out of business.

Senator Th1OMAs. Of course, you will find that in any miningindustry.Mr. FRANKLIN. The Western Tungsten Ore Producers are only
asking that their industry in which there is invested many millions
of dollars may continue to exist. We can by the stabilization of the
industry develop the resources of tungsten in our country and con-
tinue the production of 60 per cent of our requirements and probably
exceed that ratio of production in the event of an emergency. The
Western Tungsten Ore Producers met the emergency in the present
war. They can and will do it again if necessary.

Senator ThOMAS. Do you mean by that that during the war
America furnished all the tungsten that it consumed?

Mr. FRANKLIN. There were times during the war, Senator Thomas,
that the only tungsten that could be had was obtained in this country,
and it was scattered around among different consumers.

Senator THOMAS. I recall distinctly being applied to by a number of
people to help them with the State Department in securing orders
for the importation of tungsten as needed in our war industries.

Senator MCCUMBER. I can not quite understand your proposition.
Do you mean to be understood as saying that we could not produce
in this country more than 60 per cent of the tungsten that we would
use ?

Senator WATSON. We asked him that some time ago, Senator.
Senator McCUMBER. Do you mean that there is not that amount

in the country that could be developed under any circumstances?
Mr. FRANKLIN. i will answer that question, Senator McCumber, in

this way. I do not say it could not be produced. I do say that with
the present development of tungsten mines it is not in sight at this
time in a quantity sufficient to produce 7,500 tons a year, which is
the estimated normal requirement of the country.

Senator MCCUMBER. Do you mean that the veins can not produce
it, or that you have not got the machinery and developed mines to
produce it?

Mr. FRANKLIN. There are lots of properties that are not as yet
developed that might be developed and made to produce sufficient
if it could be sold at a price that they could operate under. The
tungsten is here, Senator, but it takes the price to develop and
produce it.

The Western Tungsten Ore Producers when asking for legislation
for their industry took into account the necessity of placing in tbh,
bill a compensatory duty covering the finished products of tungsten.
It was not our intention'to ask for any amount for the manufacturers
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other than a compensatory duty sufficient to equalize the duty asked
for on the raw materia!.

Since the passage of the bill by the House, we have learned that
some members of one branch of the manufacturers of the finished
products claim that S1 per pound on the metallic tungsten is not a
sufficient differential to compensate them for the $10 duty on the
raw material.

If the data gathered by us on Which we fixed the com'pensatory
rate of $1 per pound of metallic tungsten was incorrect the bill might
be so amended as to make it compensatory. We have always realized the fact that should any undue burden
be placed on the manufacturer leaving him in the position of not being
able to compete with imported finished material, we would at the same
time leave ourselves without a market for our ore and the legislation
asked for by us would then be of no benefit to the ore producers.

The Western Tungsten Ore Producers are in no way responsible
for section 2 of the bill, being the Green amendment, and are not
in sympathy with that class of retroactive tax legislation. This
amendment was introduced on the floor of the House during debate.
You gentlemen understand that section; I presume you have seen
it. That is the section that provides for an excise tax on the ore
that is on hand in this country.

Senator THoibAS. That is designed to place the same duty upon
tungsten in storage that is placed on other; otherwise that would
be velvet to the owner.

Mr. FRANKLIN. In some cases it would not be. Much of it would
have been purchased at a time when the price was high.

I would like to call the attention of the committee to a report
of the United States Tariff Commission entitled: "Information con-
cerning Tungsten Bearing Ores," which was printed for the use
of the Committee on Ways and Means when we had our hearing
before that committee a few months ago. In this report of the
United States Tariff Commission there is an error on pages 1 and 33,
where they report the average sale price per unit of 60 per cent
tungstic trioxide for the year 1916 and the total value of the pro-
duction for that year.

On page 33, they report the average sale price as being $70 per
unit, andit should have been reported as $33.97 per unit.

On page 1, they give the total value of that year's production as
$24,780,000, and it should have been reported as being $12,074,000.

During the debate on the bill, when it was being considered by
the House, there were some statements made by the opponents of
the bill that were not at all in accordance with the facts, neither
were they in accordance with the testimony given at the hearing
before the Ways and Means Committee.

Among the misstatements made it was argued that there was a
monopoly in this country in the tungsten industry both in the pro-
duction of ore and the production of ferrotungsten. If this con-
tention was seriously made, it can be easily proven that no monopoly
does exist in either branch of the industry. The largest producer of
tungsten ore has been the Atolia Mining Co., which company did in the
past--especially in 1916---produce about 30 per cent of the domestic
output. Testimony will be presented before this committee to show
that this ratio of production can no longer be maintained by that

148802-19----2
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company, and it will also show, owing to the present condition of the
ore bodies of that mine, their cost ofrfuture production per unit will
be much higher than in the past.

The credited production of two Colorado companies as referred to
in that debate, and which appears in Government reports, does not
truly represent the actual production by those two companies.
Less than 50 per cent of the production credited to those two com-
panies has been produced from their own mining operations. They,
as well as my company, have large concentrating plants, and pur-
chase in the market the ores produced by the operators who do
not have concentrating plants on their own properties. To show
this, I will quote from the report of the Tariff Commission, on page
24, on Colorado production:

Mining and development are done almost exclusively under the leasing system, the
laser tieing paid for the ore he extracts (after paying a royalty).

When the production of tungsten was at its highest in Boulder
County, Colo., there were hundreds of properties being worked on
which there were no concentrating plants, and the ore was sold by
the operators to milling companies, which last-named companies
in the Government report are accordingly credited with. the pro-
duction.

The-third company making up the "Big Four" argument has not
produced in its entire existence 100 tons of 60 per cent tungstic
trioxide. There was no affiliation in any way between these four
comr:anes.

There was no semblance of truth in the argument that there was a
monopoly in the manufacture of ferrotungsten. In September of
1917 a statement was prepared by one of the leading ore buyers
and importers of the United States which showed that there were
16 Conl.alies engaged in the manufacture of ferrotungsten. The
statement aOso sliowed that these 16 companies in the aggregate
consumed 1,000 tons per month of 60 per cent ore. The highest
consumption by any company being 180 tons per month and the
lowest consumption being :30 tons per month.

The argument of very large profits having been made by the
producers of ore was based entirely upon the error in the report of
the United States Tariff Commission on the production of 1916,
previously referred to, anl it is common Inowledge that there are
only a very few producers of tungsten ore who have been returned a
fair profit on their investment.

In debate the opposition to the bill in theb House stated that no
cost figures on production had been given by the western tungsten ore
producers. This is not true, as testimony was given by Mr. Holmes,
of Colorado; Mr. Hess, of the United States Geological Survey; Mr.
Guy C. Riddell, metallurgist of the United States Tariff Commission;
and Mr. Roy McKenna, at the hearing before the Ways and Means
Committee, on the cost of production in Colorado and California,
and we will at this hearing give further testimony on the cost of
production.

Although tungsten is produced in 14 States of the Union, Colorado
and California up to the present time have been the chief sources of
domestic supply. Piscoveries made in Nevada in 1917 and 1918
in the low grade contact metamorphic deposits give promise of an
equal production in that State to the production of Colorado and
California. I
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In connection with that I will say that their production has been
negligible up to the present time, but they have some very promising
deposits there.

The cost of production in Colorado ranges from $14 per unit to
$25 per unit and over. Under a $10 tariff, which would give a selling
price of about $17.50 per unit, the production of Colorado would be
about 60 per cent of the production that could be maintained under
a selling price of $20 and over per unit. The rate of duty provided
in the bill will not permit of production from the higher cost prop-
erties.

Colorado, under a tariff of $10 per unit, can produce about 1,500
tons of 60 per cent ore per year.

Should the mining of tungsten ore in this country not be resumed,
the exporters of Asiatic ore to this country will in time so regulate
and curtail their shipments as to raise the market price of their ore
up to a point just enough below the production cost in the United
States as not to permit of any production in this country, with the
result that the consumers of tungsten and the Government will not
derive any benefit from the importations. There would be a further
injury to the tungsten producing States and communities in loss of
revenue. The large number of men who would have employment
in the industry is also a matter of much importance.

I would like to call the attention of the committee to the testi-
mony of Mr. Frank L. Hess, of the United States Geological Survey,
which appears in the hearing on this bill before the Ways and Means
Committee. liarly in October a meeting was held in New York City
which was claimed to be a representative one of tool-steel manu-
facturers and ferrotungsten manufacturers, when as a matter of fact
there was only one domestic tool-steel manufacturer present and no
manufacturer of ferrotungst'n was present. The meeting was com-
posed of importers of tungst i, ore and importers of high-speed tool
steel. This meeting adopted a resolution which was mailed to each
member of your committee, and it was also given out to the public
press. This resulotion as adopted misquoted Mr. Hess's testimony
and by so doing attempted to establish an incorrect estimate of the
available tungsten ore supply of this country and the probable
future supply, which misquotation Mr. Hess promptly refuted in the
following letter:

Ocvrongn 11, 1919.
Mr. CHARLES HARDY,

Park Row Building, New York, N. Y.
DEAn MR. HARnDY: I have had my attention called to the statenlent attributed

to me by the committee of gentlemeni who recently met in New York to consider the
proposedd tariff on tungsten and tungsten ores.

It is extremely difficult to quote another correctly unless he is quoted verbatim
and often unless one knows what has gone before and what is to follow. I do not think
for a moment that these gentlemen intended to misquote me, but if you will turn
to page 62 of the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee, House of Repre-
sentatives, on 11. R. 4437, June 13, 14, and 17, 1919, you will find that the statement
I made before the committee was very different. In effect my statement was that so
far as can bojudged from the ore now in sight there can be mined in the United States
under a price of $20 per unit during the next three years about 3,000 tons of concen-
trates carrying 60 per cent W0 per annum. This statement makes no allowance
for the discovery of new ores or new ore bodies, and undoubtedly such discoveries
would be made if such a price were in effect.

Cordially, FRANK L. HESS, Geologist.
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Senator WATSON. How many men are employed in this industry?
Mr. F , jIN. Oh, I would say, Senator Watson, that there would

be probably close to 10,000, I mean 10,000 dependent upon the
industry.

Senator IHoMAs. Does that include the employees of all the manu-
facturers of ferrotungstenI

Mr. FRANKLIN. No, sir; employed in the mining industry. I do
not know how many there would be in the finished-products industry.

Senator WATSON. Can you state what are the average wages paid
in this mining industry?

Mr. FRANKLIN. At the present time thd average wage would be
between $4.60 and $5.25 per day of eight hours. It varies in different
sections, but it would be between those limits.

Senator TnoIfMs. Are you engaged in both mining and manufac-
turing the finished product ?

Mr. FRANKLIN. Not in manufacturing. We are in the manufac-
turing business in another company which I am associated with,
manufacturing other commodities.

Senator TilHOIIAS. Of which tungsten is a component?
Mr. FRANKLIN. No, sir; not at this time. We did, some two years

ago, make some ferrotungsten.
I shall be glad, gentlemen, to answer any questions if you are in

doubt about any points.
Senator WATSON. Have you any questions, Senator Thomas?
Senator THoMAS. No.
Senator WATSON. Gentlemen, we will now be glad to hear Mr.

McKenna.

STATEMENT OF MR. ROY C. M'KENNA, PRESIDENT* THE
VANADIUM-ALLOYS STEEL CO., LATROBE, PA.

Mr. McKENNA. Gentlemen, before I start I want to correct one
statement of Mr. Franklin's, with his permission. Prior to the war,
in 1914, the manufacture of high-speed steel in the United States
was a considerable industry. The United States was the leader of
all nations in the world in the manufacture of high-speed and tungsten-
alloys steel. High-speed steel was discovered or invented in the
year 1900. The year 1902 was practically the introduction of it,
commercially, into the Unitedl States. The fact is that the automo-
bile could not have been made commercially without high-speed
steel, and Mr. Franklin undoubtedly did not think of that part of it.

Prior to the war we manufactured in this country about 70 per
cent of what we used and about 30 per cent was imported from for-
eign countries-England and Germany.

Senator WATSON. That is, the high-speed steel?
Mr. MOKENNA. High-speed steel; yes. And I have an opinion,

first, as to the effect that the price has on the production of tungsten
ore in the United States. I have followed the market of tungsten
ore since 1902. Tungsten is one article where the production has
followed tbr price. When you raise the price of tungsten ore, the
production has always gone up. I tried to trace that price fluctu-
ation before the Ways and Means Committee of the House. To me
there is clearly shown-
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Senator THOMAS (interposing). Are you sure of that? My
recollection is that the Payne-Al-drich tariff bill imposed a very con-
siderable duty on tungsten.

Mr. MoKENNA. On tungsten?
Senator THOMAS. Yes; tungsten ore, which was then selling at

about $12, and within a year, or year and a half, the price fell to $6.
Mr. MoKENNA. Senator Thomas, the tungsten ore has fluctuated

violently in price because every two or three years there has been
discovered some place in the world a virgin field of tungsten ore.

Senator THOMAS. The point is that there is an exception to your
general statement, if my recollection is correct.

Senator WATSON. After the imposition of the additional rate ofduty under the Payne-Aldrich tariff bill the price increased.
Senator THOMAS. I think it increased some, but it was a remark-

able fact that the price fell nearly 50 per cent.
Senator McCu MBER. Was that due to the increased production?
Senator THOMAS. I was going to ask that of this witness.
Mr. McKENNA. It is often difficult to separate cause and effect,but what I mean is that price and production have always gone to-

gether. When the production has gone up, the price has gone down.
But I want to explain this, as following the market, on the basis of
what it has been for the last three or four years from the American
standpoint. When tungsten would get up to a price of $26 a unit the
American production was high, and- when the price of tungsten fell
down to $17 per unit, the production would drop off.

Senator THOMAS. In 1915, the price of tungsten in this country
went up to an exhorbitant figure, perhaps $200 or $300 a unit.

Senator McCuMBEi. Can you tell us which was the cause and which
was the effect in the matter of its going up and down?

Mr. MCKENNA. The reason it went up--I say this as a buyer of
tungsten ores, Senator-was because we needed it, whatever price we
had to pay for it.

Senator THOMAS. What was the maximum price it reached just
before we entered the war?

Mr. McKENNA. The maximum price that we ever paid was $78
per unit. We sold some of that very same ore at $85.

Senator THOMAS. It reached a higher price than that.
Mr. FRANKLIN. The highest price it ever sold at was $105 a unit,

but only a small lot was sold at that price.
Senator T OMAS. I knew it was somewhere above $100.
Mr. McKENNA. That was a very small amount. The highest

price any quantity changed hands at was $85.
Senator WATSON. How much did we produce before the war?
Mr. MoKRNNA. About 2,100 tons in the maximum year.
The principal business of the Vanadium Steel Co., of Latrobe, Pa.,

is the manufacture of high-speed steel. Our company manufactures
a complete line of carbon and alloy steels, but our specialty is
tungsten-alloy and high-speed steel.

Prior to the year 1914 we manufactured ferrotungsten for our use
only, but due to the emergency created by the outbreak of the
World War, we entered into the manufacture of ferrotungsten com-
mercially. Estimates gathered and published by the United States
Geological Survey show that our company was the largest manu-
facturer of ferrotungsten or tungsten powder in the United States in
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1918. This. is also undoubtedly true of the years 1915, 1916, and
1917.

Since the year 1902 I have been actively interested in tungsten
ore markets and have kept informed as to American production,
importation, and consumption of tungsten ore, as well as the world's
production. That I was asked to a pp ear as a witness before the
Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives, and
before this committee, is due to the business acquaintanceships made
with western producers of tungsten ore, in my capacity as a buyer of
their product. They knew that I had knowledge of tungsten mining
conditions in America as well as in all other tungsten ore fields of tle
world, and anyone with a knowledge of the true conditions existing
in the world's tungsten ore markets to-day must admit that the
tariff provided for in H. R. 4437 is necessary if the tungsten mining
industry of our country is to be rehabilitated.

The war has proven that tungsten is a mineral of utmost importance
to a nation in war or peace, andit would be folly to allow the tungsten
mining industry of our country to die on account of not granting
sufficient protection against surface ore deposits located in countries
where the labor cost is so low.

Senator WATSON. Purely as a manufacturer, eliminating any
patriotic motives, what is the difference to you where you buy
tungsten? If we had not tariff at all on tungsten, in time of peace
and the free and uninterrupted flow of tungsten was permitted from
all other countries, could you buy it at a lower price than you can in
the American markets?

Mr. McKENNA. Yes: at a slightly, lower price. The American
tungsten ore is the best ore. The Colorado and the California ores
are the only tungsten ores found in nonmineral bearing lands. The
Burmah ores and the Chinese ores and the South American ores all
have some impurity such as tin, antimony, copper, and lismuth.

Senator WATSON. This is a purer and Iigher quality?
Mr. McKFENNA. It is purer ore.
Senator WATSON. And therefore it takes less of it, does it?
Mr. MOKENNA. No; not less of it, but there is less chance of

having it impure.
I have faith in our country's ability to produce a large percentage

of our requirements of tungsten ore, provided sufficient capital will
be invested in the tungsten mining industry to conduct it on a larger,
more economical, and efficient basis. thian'in the past. capital will
*not be attracted to the tungsten Mining induhstry unless house bill
4437 is approved by your committee and later becomes a lawv of the
land.

Through an affiliated company, our company owns and operated a
tungsten mine in Colorado. Our object in purchasing this mining
property was to secure a permanent and certain source of supply for
at eadt a part of our tungten ore requirements, in event shipping
conditions 'became such as to make the importation of tungsten oreimpracticable.

Our company has always paid to its affiliated mining company a
price higher than market, vet since our ownership of the mine,
acquired in the fall of 1915, the propdties have been operated without
profit.
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I have already stated at the hearing before the Ways and Means
Committee my opinion as to why a tariff on tungsten ore is necessary
to save the tungsten mining idustry, and the importance of this
industry to the welfare of our country. I consider 1I. R. 4437 a bill
to protect Western producers of tungsten ore and not. a bill that gives
any protection to the manufacturers of products from tungsten ore.

The framers of this bill recognize that a compensatory tariff should
he provided for on products manufactured f'om tungsten ore, but
insist that the ratio be so conservative that there should be no
ground for any opposition to contend that additional.protection is

given to the manufacturer. In fact all who are informed as to con-

ditions surrounding the manufacture of high-speed steel recognize

that the ratio between tariff provided on tungsten ore and fhlingsten
contained in high-speed steel, namely, I cent per pound for each per
cent of tungsten contained in high-sl)eed steel,, is not fully conupen-
satory, and (toes not take into account losses inevitale in the con-
version of tungsten from ore into tungsten in high-speed steel.

'lie provisions of 1. It. 4437 (1o not promote the manufacture of
products from tungsten ore, its the rate of (uty oil tungsten con-
tained in tungsten alloy and high-speed steels is not compensatory.
Western ore )roducers recognize that, without a comnf)Lllsatory tarifn
on productss manufactured therefrom it wouiIol be of no benefit to
them, as it would leave them without a market for their product.
As a manufacturer of high-speed steel I am willing to alov such

discrimination against high-speed steel as exists in 11. R. 4437 to
stand, believing it to be to our best interest that the tungsten mining
industry of our country continue. I (1o not wish to jeopardize the
passage of the bill by doing anything that might aid any contention
that the bill gives any additional protection to tl;a manulaturer
of high-speed steel beyond present 15 per cent ad valorem.

Senator TitoMAS. You are a manufacturer and you are also a
minerV

Mr. McKHNNA. In out' mining in(lustiies, Senator Thomas, we have
not 5 per cent of the capital that we have invested in the manufac-
ture of high -speedC~ steel.

Senator Ti.osMAs. It is sonmetlung; you are interested, whether
to a greater or less degree. It is not to your discredit at all, but I

am simply calling your attention to the fact that your interest is in
both directions. So that your willingness to permit this as a manu-
facturer may also be considered in connection with your interests
as a producer?

Mr. McKixN4-A. There are about half of the manufacturers of
high-speed steel who take the same position as I (to.

Senator TuOMAS. Certainly. l)o not mistin(lerstand me-I am
not criticising; I am simply giving the facts.

Representative TiMnBEU,AKE,. May I ask the witness a question

here, Mr. Chairman?
Senator WATSON. Certainly you may.
Representative TIMBERLAKE. The object being to create a suitable

market and positive supply rather than to be an investment as a

producer of tungsten, is that the case with you?
Senator TnOMAS. I am glad to see yrou put your money in mines,

as far as that is concerned. I am interested in that, lut let me ask
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you: You stated that in 1917 you ceased to make anything out
of your mining industry?

Mr. McKENNA. Yes..
Senator THOMAS. What was your profit before then?
Mr. MCKENNA. What do you mean?
Senator THOMAS. I mean, how much did you make on tungsten

you mined prior to 1917?
Mr. MCKENNA. I said 1915, that is when we* owned the mines.
Senator THOMAS. I misunderstood the date. What period oftime have you been engaged in the mining of tungsten?
Mr. MCKENNA. From September, 1915.
Senator THOMAS. Up to what time?
Mr. McKENNA. Up to now.
Senator THoMAs. You are closed down, are you not?
Mr. McKENNA. We are closed down.
Senator THOMAS. You mentioned the time when you ceased to

make profit.
Mi'. McKHNNA. I said we never made a profit since we bought the

mining property. We bought the property when the price of tungsten
was at a very high figure.

Senator THOMAS. I misunderstood you. Proceed.
Mr. McKENNA. I have been asked to justify a duty of $1 per

pound tungsten content in metallic tungsten powder and ferro-
tungsten as a compensatory duty of $10 per unit of tungsten ore.
This conunittee should bear in mind the manufacture of fei-'otungsten
was an industry prior to the year 1914, dominated by Germany.
That the industry exists to-day is only due to the war-time emerg-
gency, ably met by our metallurgists. The ferrotungsten, industry
to-day stands in the same position as that of dyestuffs and chemical
glassware, yet H. 1R. 4437 is not asking for any protective tariff in
addition to that already provided, namely, 15 per cent ad valorem.
The bill provides only for a compensatory duty to offset increased
cost of tungsten ore.

It was evident from the debate in the House that many members
did not understand what was meant by a unit of tungsten ore. A
unit of tungsten ore is 1 per cent of 1 ton of 2,000 pounds of tungstic
trioxide (WO,); that is, tungstic trioxide contains 3 atoms of the
element oxygen to 1 atom of tungsten. There is contained in 20
pounds, or I unit of tungstic trioxide, only 15.86 pounds of metallic
tungsten (or W). There is also contained 4.14 pounds of oxygen.

On account of the volatility of tungsten it is impossible to recover
all the metallic tungsten from ore in the form of metallic tungsten
powder, or ferrotungsten. Our records for the year 1918 show per-
centage of recovery at our plant of 82.50 per cent. Eighty-five per
cent certainly is a high average recovery, and I have no doubt that
records in the hands of the 'United States Tariff Commission and
United States Geological Su'rvey will bear out this statement.

Assuming 85 per cent recovery, there would be obtained from one
unit, or 20 pounds tungstic trioxide (W0,) in the form of ore, 0.85
times the metallic content of 15.86, or 13.48 pounds metallic tungsten.
Ten dollars per unit divided by 13.48 pounds tungsten metal, gives
a theoretical metallurgical compensatbry duty of 74.4 cents per
pound. This theoretical metallurgical compensatory duty does
not, however, take into consideration any return on the additional
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capital necessary to be invested in the business due to higher pricon
of ore. It is not economical and not efficient to conduct the ma-.m-
facture of ferrotungsten withless than the equivalentof a six months'
supply of tungsten ore on hand and in process of manufacture.
Allowing only nominal interest of 6 per cent for the additional
capital necessary to be invested in ore would mean an addition of
5 cents per pound to the cost.

The manufacture of ferrotungsten is a comparatively new and
hazardous business. The seller of ferrotungsten must meet buyers'
strict specifications; not only as to the tungsten content of its prod-
uct but. to be within limits as to carbon, manganese, silicon, sulphur,
and phosphorus determinations, which are taken by sampling,
weighing, and assaying by public chemists. The manufacture of
fer'otungsten must also guarantee his product to be free from detri-
mental metallic impurities, such as tin, copper, arsenic, antimony,
bismuth, etc.

Excepting in a very few tungsten fields of the world, all tungsten
ore contains more or less of these detrimental elements, which would
compel chemical treatment of the ore. A very small percentage of
the tungsten ore produced in the world is of such quality or purity
as to allow it to he converted by electric-furnace process direct into
ferrotungsten without the expense of chemical treatment, or without
mixing with other tungsten ores absolutely free from detrimental
elements present in original lot; that is, it is possible to obtain a
suitable "mix" of tungsten ores for reduction and conversion by
electric-furnace process by mixing tungsten ores of, say, six or more
lots, each lot of which may contain excessive impurity of one detri-
mental element only. It'is partly for this reason that the ferro-
tungsten manufacturer, to be successful, must operate on a com-
paratively large scale, cartr large stocks of ore on hand, and assume
the hazards of the fluctuating market for tungsten ore.

A tariff on tungsten ore which would normalize and stabilize the
price would he of great help in allowing the manufacturer of ferro-
tungsten to conduct his business in an orderly and efficient manner.
The manufacture of ferrotungsten is a hazardous business at the
best; any mistakes by the chemist or the metallurgist, or by em-
ployees carrying out instructions of the metallurgical department,
wold cause'a complete loss of two days' production. There is no
known method of removing tin, copper, or arsenic from ferrotungsten,
and any heat made of off-analysis of these elements is unmarketable.

Senator TiorAS. How are we going to protect you against that
hazard in your business?

Mr. MCKF.NNA. Why, there is a hazard in all business. If we
make a mistake--

Senator TnOMAS (interposing). Certainly. I do not see what that
has got to do with the duty on tungsten. if you are going to produce
a marketable quality of ferrotungsten, you lave--

Senator McCUMBER (interposing). It has to do with the cost?
Mr. McKHNNA. It has to do with the cost.
Senator Ti[OMAS. Proceed.
Mr. McKENNA. But I will go on with this argument.
The difference between the theoretical compensatory tariff of 80

cents and that provided for in H. R. 4437 is 20 cents, or 25 per cent,
which, considering the new and hazardous nature of the industry,
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is not sufficient to interest any capital, but is probably sufficient to
enable those manufacturers who gained experience during the past
few years to continue. I feel that business men will recognize that a
tariff of $1 per pound content is only fair compensatory tariff, and
to accept any less amount would jeopardize a rew and large industry
born to meet a war-timo emergency, which now feels that they are
ale to hold their own provided their industry is in no way dis-
criminated against.

The manufacture of high-speed steel is a well-established industry,
and the provisions of H. R. 4437 which discriminate against it are
not as serious as in the case of ferrotungsten manufacturers. It is
to be admitted that there is a loss of tungsten through its introluc-
tion from ferrotungsten to high-speed steel. Our ro.ords show that
we introduced 107.83 pounds of tungsten in our "mix" for every
100 pounds tungsten obtained in ingots cast. There is also a loss
in hammering and rolling mill scale, which our company's records
show to be 11.43 per cent (luring the past year.

There is some opposition by manufacturers of high-speed steel
to H. R. 4437 on the ground of its failure to provide a fair com-
pensatory tariff on their product. Many manufacturers of high-
speed steel realize the importance to our national welfare of per-
petuating the tun"ten mining industry of the country and allowing
it to continue. They would prefer a more stable market on tungsten
ore and ferrotungsten and feel that these advantages offset any
discrimination against them in the bill.

The Green amendment, to my knowledge, does not affect any
manufacturer of high-speed steel, but as business men, they feel
that it is questionable whether retroactive tax legislation is ever
justifiable. I have no knowledge whether or not the Green am(nd-
ment will affect any manufacturer of ferrotungsten or refiner of
tungsten powder, but this amendment should not penalize aliy
manufacturer of ferrotungsten or refiner of tungsten powder wil)
purchased tungsten ores at low prices since the signing of the armi-
stice in order to conduct the operation of their plants in an orderly
and efficient manner, and to provide work necessary to carry their
organizations during the transition period through which the country
has just gone.

I understand that western ore, producers are not responsible for
the introduction of the Green amendment, which was added on the
floor of the House during del)ate. The western ore producers have
no sympathy for tungsten ore merchants who imported large quan-
tities of ore'since the signing of the armistice, yet they want to be
fair and not to penalize any branch of the tungsten industry for
conducting their business on recognized business lines.

With my knowledge of tungsten mining conditions in the West,
I believe that H. R. 4437 is justifiable, and as a manufacturer of
high-speed steel, I can approve of all its provisions.

Senator Thomas, you asked what the hazard of the business had
to (to with the tariff. The hazard of a business such as the manu-
facture of ferrotungsten is that in order to make your productmarket-
able it has to be made without mistakes.

Senator THOMAS. I can understand that. But you go ahead with
your business whether this tariff is put on tungsten ore, or not. You
will get your material then from some other source?

Mr. McKENNA. Yes.
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Senator THIOMAS. And you will have to be just as careful to pro-
duce just as good a quality of ferrotungsten whether you operate on
dutiable ores or undutiable ores. That is the idea I had in mind.
I fail to see how it affects the question of your continuing to operate.

Mr. MoKNNA. They are not asking any tariff ol ferrotungsten
unless there is a tariff on tungsten ore.

Senator THo.5fAs. I understand that.
TMr. McKENNNA. Just enough to compensate them.
Senator TIoSMAS. But in either event, the hazard of the business

is the same with you; you are the manufacturer? I
Mr. McKENNA. Yes; but the hazard is in proportion to cost of

the ore, and that there is a business hazard is proven by the fact that
therewere 16 in the business in 1918 and there are about 4 left to-day.

Senator WATSON. What kind of manufactures?
Mr. MCKENNA. Manufacturers of ferrotungsten.
Senator McCunmrn. That is what I understood he had reference

to, that the danger of mistakes was in the manufacture of tungsten
and not in the production of its products by the steel manufacturer.

Senator Tno.NAs. That is about the proportion of failures in
every business; 4 or 5 out of 15 or 20.

Senator McCrMNEim. You speak of the losses due to a mistake of
a workman. Were you referring then to the production of the
tungsten or the production of your steel product?

Mr. McKiFNNA. The production of the ferrotungsten.
Senator McCur.Niop. That is what I thought.
Mr. McKENNA. You see, there are three steps: There is the

tungsten ore, and then the tungsten ore has to be converted into
either metallic tungsten powder or ferrotungsten before it is used by
the steel manufacturer.

Senator PmppS. I think it might enlighten the committee to have
a little definite information as to the use of the tungsten powder
and the ferrotungsten. That is not confined to the manufacture
of high-speed tool steel, is it?

Mr. MO1KENNA. Tihe use of ferrotungsten is confined to high-speed
and tungsten alloyed steels; the metallic tungsten powder is in small
quantities, as used! for the manufacture of tungsten lamps, and also
contact points for spark plugs and on X-ray apparatus, but the
quantity is small.

Senator PJijpps. As to the automobile industry, where highly
resistent steel is needed in some of the wearing parts, is not that a
tungsten alloy steel?
Mr. McKENNA. Tungsten is used by some automobile manufiic-

•turers for the valve stems. During the war there were large quantities
of tungsten alloy steels bought by the United States Government for
the valves in aeroplane motors; it contained from 13 to 15 per cant
tungsten steel.

Senator PnirPs. If the industry was stabilized and tungsten alley
steel could be used at reasonable prices, wo d not the use be very
largely increased?

Mr. MoKENNA. Senator Phipps, there is a difference of opinion.
The trend of the automobile manufacturers to-day for valves is to Aso
high chrome steel or stainless steel.

Senator Pmpps. Assuming that the Congress should not seef its
way clear to make any change in the present tariff, which, as I uier-
stand it, is a small ad valorem on finished steel products, whd, in
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your judgment, would be the effect on the tungsten industry in this
countryI
, Mr. MoKENNA. The tungsten-mining industry would remain as it
is-doad.

Senator Puipps. It is dead at the present time, in your judgment,
is it?

Mr. MoKENNA. Absolutely.
Senator PnipPs. There is practically no production?
Mr. MCKENNA. Yes; there is none.
Senator PmiPs. Assuming that there were from any cause at

any time an absolute stoppage of importations of WO, or tungsten
in any other form, what would be the effect on our industries here?
We had almost a stoppage during the war at one period, did we not,
in 1917?

Mr. McKENNA. We did.
Senator PHIPPS. Would that be disastrous on the industry in this

country, assuming we were to get into another war and our foreign
suply were cut off?

MoKENNA. It would take from one year to two years to reopen
the mines and get production up. We purchased the mining property
in September, 1915, and it wag actually six months before we got out
the first carload of tungsten ore, and that was a mine that had been
running and had only been flooded and not in use for some time.

Senator WATSON. Could you run your present establishment with-
out any tungsten-if you could not got any, could you run your plant?

Mr. MoKENNA. We certainly could not.
Senator WATSON. I think that is what Senator Plipps is trying to

get at.
Mr. MoKENNA. We could run for six months, because we have to

keep on hand at all times over six months' supply of tungsten.
. Senator WATSON. Suppose there were no tungsten could you run
your present business and manufacture your product?

Mr. MoKENNA. We could not.
Senator WATSON. Then it absolutely depends on tungsten?
Mr. McKENNA. It depends on tungsten absolutely, and so do all

manufacturing businesses now. They can not make an automobile, a
tractor or a locomotive to-day without high-speed steel.

Senator WATSON. And luagh-spcod steel can not be made without
tungsten?

Senator TnOMAS. And not without the use of chrome?
Mr. MoKENNA. Chrome is just as important.
Senator THOMAS. Or nickel?
Mr. McKENNA. Niokel does not matter. There is no nickel in.

high-speed steel.
Senator McCusMBER. How about the price if our own mines wore

closed down and tho foreign production had to be depended upon?
In other words, are the foreigners so situated that they could im-
mediately combine and fix any price they saw fit?

Mr. MOKENNA. Senator, before the discovery of this very large
deposit in south China, tungsten ore genoraly came to America
practically only from South America. I believe that we could
successfully compote against South America in tungsten ore with very
much smaller tariff. It was the discovery of this Chinese field that
upset the whole thing. The Chinese produced in the year 1918,
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10,500 tons; that was more than what the world's production was. in
any year up to 1914, and they produced that at very low cost.

Senator MCC'MBEit. And they would produce such a quantity and
there would be such a demand in this country that they could raise
their prices then to meet the demand, could they not?

Mr. McKENNA. They did that. Mr. Frank Hfess testified before
the Ways and Means Committee of the House as to their system of
squeeze, or the Chinese system" of taxes, and they will base those taxes
on what the traffic will 'bear. Before the armistice was signed the
Chinese taxes amounted to over $4 a unit.

Senator TnoMAs. You mean an export tax?
Mr. MCKENNA. No. Those were various taxes that take place

from the producing of tungsten ore inland to the delivery of the ore
at seaboard.

Senator WATSON. That is an internal tax ?
Mr. McKENNA. Yes; they call them robbery taxes, as they go over

the boundary line of each province. These are more or less robbery
taxes. This [referring to paper] is a tabulation of actual costs of
Chinese wolframite laid down in New York. This [referring to paper]
is after the armistice, because it shows it can be laid down in ew
York at 87.20 per unit, a long ton: that would be $6.42 per short ton.
It shows the mining charges per picul; that is, 133* pounds of material
at 10 Hongkong dollars. We will have to call that yens. But the tax
is 2.40 for taxes Kiansi-Nanyu and local taxes 1.40, customs duty 0.15,
another customs duty 1.00, bureau duty, 4.00, and so on. You see,
these add up to. be equal to what the mining charges were. At one
time, before the armistice, these extra taxes amounted to as much as
$6 a unit.

Senator TH[OMAs. The Chinese have not yet got it down to a fine
point, because there is no excess-profit tax.

Senator WATSON. This marked "Confidential." Can we not incor-
porate that in the record?

Mr. McKENNA. It is marked "Confidential" by me after its receipt,
but it was sent out to every ore buyer in the United States.

Senator WATSON. Then it was not very confidential?
Mr. M .KENNA. It was not very confidential.
(The table of wolframite costs submitted by Mr. McKenna is here

printed in full as follows:)
Tabulation of actual cot of Chinese wo~framite laid down in New Yorkl.

Mining charges, per picul ............................................. H$10.00
Kiansi-Nanyu taxes ................................................... 2.40
Kiansi.Nanyu forwarding charges ..................................... 2.50
Kiansi war expense and Nanyu local taxes .............................. 1.40
Nanyu-Shoshu freight ................................................ 1.00
Shoshu eastern customs duty ................................... .15
Shoshu Tarh'i customs duty ................................... .1.00
Hokko Maning bureau duty ......................................... 4.00
Finance bureau expenses .............................................. 4.37
Finance bureau customs duty .......................................... .15
Rail freight to Canton ................................................ 1.15
Koshu.Canton ....................................................... .10
Canton export duty ................................................... 2.00
Canton Hongkong freight ............................................. .20

Total charges per picul ........................................ 30.42
Per ton of 20 hundredweight .................................... 511.056
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Ex. at80 ............................................................. G$408. 85
Ocean freight to Pacific .............................................. 20.00
Packing and insurance .............................................. 6.00

Total ...................................... G$433.85
On basis 60 per cent at $7.20 unit long ton, G$ represents gold dollars, H$ represents

Hongkong dollars.
(Confidential.)

Senator Pnipra. In your judgment, what would be the effect on
the industry in the Uiited States, assuming that Congress enacted
this House hill and it became a law; what would be the effect on the
development of production and the industry generally?

Mr. McKENNA. In the tungsten mining industry?
Senator PiiPPs. In the tungsten mining industry, particularly.

Would that be an inducement to capital to develop present discov-
eries and perhaps now ones, and what effect would it have on the
production that might be had from American mines?

Mr. MOKENNA. The need of the tungsten mining industry in the
United States is the investment of capital. Capital would not
become interested in tungsten mining on account of the fact that
every two or three years a now virgin field would come in and upset
the market. The evidence gathered by the United States Tariff
Commission shows the conditions of lining in Colorado. Prac-
tically the same conditions exist all over the world.

The owners of the mines, the company operating the mines, would
not invest their own money in the development of the mines on a
large scale. The mines are operated by leasers, meii who take one
particular vein in the property and follow that vein and make their
wages on the ore which they are able to find; and between the com-
pany and the leaser new development work is done on a very small
scale, and costs compromised or divided. But it is my opiniam that
if there is a suitable market and men felt sure that the price of
tungsten would be maintained at a fair price that money would be
invested, especially in the tungsten mining field in Revada. I
believe that Nevada alone, witli sufficient capital, could produce
50per cent of the requirements of the United States.

Senator Pmps. Do you believe the United States can produce
its present requirements, with suitable legislation such as this,
within a year or two? I)o you believe that the development would
enable the American producers to meet the American demand?

Mr.- McKENNA. WS!1, there will always be some imported tung-
sten ore. We may produce 50 or 65 per cent, and that is as high as
you would ever get.

Senator Pmipps. Do you believe that the large investments that
would be induced under this proposed tariff would result in great
economy in the matter of production so as to reduce the cost of pro-
duction?

Mr. MCKENNA. Senator Phipps, I would prefer that you ask these
questions of Mr. Griffin or some other man who is better informed
as to the mining conditions in the West. My opinion on that will
only be as an individual.

Senator TiHOMAS. Mr. McKenna, to what extent are uranium and
vanadium used for hardening steel?

Mr. McKENNA. The standard high-speed steel has I per cent
vanadium in it and 18 per cent tungsten.
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Senator THOMAS. Is that used then in combination with tungstenI
-Mr. MoKENNA. No. Vanadium was first introduced into high-

speed steel as a scavenger to eliminate oxygen and give the steelgreater physical properties.,Senator THOIAS. 18 it a combination with or a substitute for

tungsten?
Mr. McKENNA. It is a combination with tungsten. Tungsten and

chrome give the steel the property of maintaining its hardness at a
red temperature, at high heat.

Vanadium gives to steel the property of greater strength, and in
the case of high-speed steel the ability to wear longer between grind-
ings.

Senator THOMAS. Then they are complements of each other in the
manufacture of hard or tool steel?

Mr. MoKENNA. Yes.
Senator THOMAS. Is uranium used also in conjunction with tung-

sten?
Mr. MoKENNA. Only by one manufacturer.
Senator THOMA,. It cal le used independently for hardening steel,

can it not?
Mr. MoKENNA. No. Chrome is the only element that gives the

same properties as tungsten.
Senator THOMAS. Chriome and tungsten then, are the main, if not

the only, metals that can be used for'the hardening processes?
Mr. 'MoKENNA. There is made what is known as tungstcnless high-

speed steel. Commercially, it does not amount to anything. It con-
tains about 12 or 13 per cent chrome and some molybdenum-
molybdenum has the same properties as tungsten to some extent.

Senator THOMAS. Then chrome, molybdenum, and tungsten are
severally metals that can be used in the hardening processes in making
steel ?

Mr. MoKENNA. Yes; but every manufacturer has tried to use
molybdenum, and not one has ever succeeded in making a good high-
speed steel by the use of molybdenum.

Senator THOMAS. A great deal of molybdenum is being produced
ill my State.

Senator McCuMniER. As I understand you, only about 1 per cent
of the ore is extracted. In other words, suppose you take 100 pounds
of tungsten ore, how much tungsten would you secure from that?

Mr. MoKENNA. The tungsten ore that cones from China contains
60 per cent W03 . Mr. Franklin, I think, stated that the average
tungsten ore mined underground in ColQrado contains from 1 to 5
per cent t ungstic trioxide. The Bishop fields-Mr. Griffin will prob-
ably bring that out-aro down as low as 0.3 of 1 per cent W03 , and
they have to mill many hundreds of tons of tungsten ore to ge 1
tonof tungsten concentrate or commercial ore sucl as we buy in the
East-60 per cent W%3 . Two hundred tons of ore will be killed to
produce 1 ton of 60 pr cent ore such as would be shipped East to
the manufacturer of ferrotungsten. Then the manufacturer of forro-
tungsten buys the ore and makes it into forrotunsgten and the ferro-
tungsten is usod by the manufacturer of high-speed steel.

Senator WATSO-k. The representatives of the Tariff Commission
are hero, and the committee wll now b) glad to hoar them.
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STATEMENT OF MR. GUY 0. RIDDELL, UNITED STATES
TARIFF COMMISSION.

Senator WATSON. You represent the Tariff Commission
Mr. RIDDELL. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. In what capalcity?
Mr. RWDELL. Mr. Costigan is here representing the commission,

and I merely desire to hand tie chairman a letter from te commis-
sion calling attention to an amendment necessary in the Tariff Com-
mission's report on the tungsten industry, mado for the Ways and
Means Committee. In that report figures from "Minerd Industry"
were quoted which are now found to have been in error, mid for your
present deliberations you should have the corrected statement of
valuation of tungsten concentrates during the year 1916.

Senator WATSON. Will you be kind enough to read?
Mr. RIDDELL. I will first read the letter of transmittal [reading]:

UNITED STATFS TAlIFF COMMISSION,
|itshiinton, .November 10, 1919.

DEAA SENATOR WATSON: We transmit herewith for your information a copy of our
letter of even date to the Committee on Ways and Means concerning an amendment
of certain statements in the Tariff Commission's report on tungsten bearing ores, as
quoted from Mineral Industry.

This is sent for the use of the Senate Finance committee's s subcommittee on tungsten.
of which, we understand, you have been appointed chairman.Very truly you~rs,

UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION.

lion. JAES E. WATSON, By JoHN F. BITIIU.N, .cerdary.

United Stotes Senate.

I will now read the letter addressed by the Commission to the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives.[reading]:

NovE.%IBER 10, 1919.
GENTLEMEN: It has just come to our attention that certain figures in Mineral Indus.

try, utilized by the Tariff Commiesion in its "Information concerning tungsten.
bearing ores," printed for the use of the Committee on WaVs anl Means, are in error.
Amendments are, therefore, necessary in the Tariff Commission's report, on page 33,
under table showing "Production of tungsten concentrate in the United Staten."

The figures-

Avera-o
Year. Production. price per

unit.

1918 ................................................................ 469 $70.00
1917 .............................................................. 3,313 21.87

should be amended to read:

Ai-erage
Year. Proluction. price per

unit.

1916 ............................................................................. 5,923 $33.97
1917 ............................................................................. 6,144 18. 40

Mineral Industry-Volume XXV, page 721, and Volume XXVI, page 698-quotes
the Geological Survey in its presentation of the original figures. The Tariff Commis
sion's report on page 33 quotes Mineral Industry, and on page 23 the Geologica.
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Survey figures, on tonnage, and calls attention in footnote under the Mineral Industry
table, page 33, to the discrepancy existing between the two.

In the matter of values, however, the Tariff Commission quoted .Mineral Industry
figures only, the table made use of front the Geological Survey, page 23 of the Tariff
Commission report, showing no values for the years 1916 and 1917.. Mineral Industry
prices for both 1910 and 1917 are now known to be in error, and the text of the com-
mission's report on page 9 must be amended accordingly. Tie first paragraph, under
"Domestic Production," which reads under "Quaiitt,:" ',The maximum domestic
production of tungsten ore, expre.ised ii terms o( concentrates containing 60 per cent
WO, was 5,900 short tons, in 1916. The 1917 output was 4,633 short tons. The
valuations for the respective years were $24,780,000 and $5,932,000. Preliminary
reports indicate that'the 1918 output was 5,040 short tons," should be changed to
read: "The maximum domestic production of tungsten ore, expressed in terms of
concentrates containing 60 per cent We08 was 6,144 short tons, in 1917. The 1916
output was 5,923 short tons. The valuations for the respective years were $6,782,976
and$12,072,25. The 1918 ouput was 5.041 short tons."

Similarly, on page 34 of the commission's report, the statement that 5,243 (long)
tons of tungsten concentrate were produced in 1916, valued at S25,000,000 must be
changed to show 5,923 short tons, with a value of $12,072,258.60.Yours, very truly,

UNITED STATEs TAI FF ('OMMISsiON,

By To IAS VALKEI P.AU, .Ating Chairnuin.
'rho Coixlir'r.s ON WAYS AND MEANS,

tlouRe of Reprrsentati es.

Senator WATSON. In 1918 you give 5,041 short tons. What was
the average value per unit that year; can you give that?

Mr. RnDELL. I have not that figure at ian-.f
Senator WATSON. I notice thero is a blank here, but there is also at

blank as to production t 1918. That you now supply, but you can
not supply the average price per unit ?

Mr. ISIDDELL. No.
Senator WATSON. The committee will now adjoi'i until hIdf past

9 to-morrow morning.
(Thereupon, at 11.55 o'clock a. m., the subcommittee adjourned to

meet to-morrow, Tuesday, November 11, 1919. 0. 9.30 o'clock a. m.)
148862-19--.-3
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1919.

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

W1a8hilngtonf, D. 0.
The subcommittee met in the committee room, Senate Office Build-

ing, at 9.30 a. in., pursuant to adjournment, Senator James E. Watson
presiding.

Present: Senators Watson (chairman), McCumnber, and Thomas.
Also present Senator Ienderson of Nevada, Senator Phipps of Colo-

rado, and Representative Timberlake of Colorado.
Senator WATSON. Mr. Griffin, you may proceed with your state-

mont.

STATEMENT OF MR. FRANK W. GRIFFIN, OF SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIF., VICE PRESIDENT AND MANAGER THE TUNGSTEN
MINES CO., OF BISHOP, INYO COUNTY, CALIF., AND OF
TUNGSTONIA MINES CORPORATION, OF ELY, NEV.

Mr. GnIFFIN. Gentlemen of the committee, before discussing costs
of producing tungshte I would like to read an extract from the Tariff
Commission's report, printed by the Government Printing Office in
1919, that gives a I)icture of the situation as it is at present I think
better thai. anything else.

Introductory statement, page 7:
Tungsten mining was an industry profouhdly affected by the war. * * * Thedomestic production of tungsten-bearing ores in reased under the stress of war no, es.

alty to nearly five times the output before the war. The signing of the armistice
found large accumulations of ore and ferrotungsten in this and foreign countries; and
the (losing of munition plants, which had been the largest consumers of tungsten
steel, abusedd a temporary reduction in the demand for tungsten product. The
result of these irumstaii es was a chaotic condition of the market which was aggra-
vated by heavy importations of foreign ore. * * *

Tungsten mines throughout the United States have been closed down and domestic
production is at a standstill, but the influx of foreign supplies has continued unabated
and has inhibited readjustmentof the American industry to a peace basis. Consunp.
tion is becoming adjusted, but prices are at a level that does not permit the successful
operation of American mines.. Reports indicate the discovery of large new supplies
of ore in southern (hina, and that the flood of ore from that section is partly present
production, and not merely a liquidation of stocks accumulated during the war
period.

I would say here that tile above condition continues in an aggra-
vated form. A normal year's consumption has been imported in the
first nine months of this year. The reported discoveries have been
confirmed, and we are facing a destructive competition from China.

To quote furtl.er, page 12:
The chief factor regulating price in the United States has been the amount and con.

venience of importation. * * *
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Page 14:
A considerable duty-on tungsten ore would encourage the investment of capital in

tungsten mining and a continuance of production from American mines. Under the
present free importation of tungsten ore the domestic production will remain dormant
and can not be expected to recover until the deposits of foreign countries are depleted
to at least the same extent as those in the United States. * * * An important
result of the duty would be the development of the comparatively low.grade, but
probably extensive, depo0'ts in the Southwest.

The domestic production can not be expected to indefinitely supply the domestic
needs. It must bo supplemented by imported ore. * * *

Another factor that must not be lost sight of is the necessity of placing a compen-
eator, duty on imports of tungsten metal, powder, and salts, ferrotungeten, high-
spedsteel, and other tungsten products, in case a duty be l-laced upon the ore.

Page 40:
The United States has never produced sufficient tungsten to satisfy the domestic

demand * * *.' 'Ihis relatively greater increae in consumption as compared with
the domestic supply is not confined to the war period, but was in progress for several
years preceding the outbreak of the great war.

Page 41:
In California the depletion is not so far advanced. but the exploitation of the large

low-grade deposits upon which must depend the bulk of future production is delayed
by the necessity, of heavy capital expenditure. * * *

'The fear of a great influx of cheap foreign tungsten has been the deterrent to the
investment of the requisite capital in many of the low-grade deposits of the United
States. * * *

It is generally believed that there is an adequate supply of tilngsten in these low-
grade deposits, although it has not yet been fully demonstrated.

In the digest of opinions of the United States Tariff Commission,
1918, published on pages 14 and 15 of this same report, we find, on
page 15, this statement:

It wjs tlairned that if" domestic producers tire not protected from fcroi.,-n supplies
that are likely to flood tho country as soon as eblnma-oes and oil er war limitations
to shippin are removed, many of them would le forced to shut down their properties
and allmi tlem to eeteroral('to such an extent that resumption of production would
be difficult in the extreme.

This prophecy has since been fulfilled.
No standardization in precious metal mining cost is possible.

That problem has leen stated by Mr. Herbert C. Hoover in his
"Principles of Mining," as follows:

The wide variations in physical and e.onowis al environment are so likely to
vitiate cont lusions from omparisens of statistis from two mine(s, or from two detailed
works of the same mine, or Oven from two different months on the same work, that
the greatest care and disw rinination are demanded in their application.

In discussing the average cost of producing a unit of tungsten
trioxide, in all statistics of the Tariff Commission and the Geological
Survey, and those given at a hearing before the Ways and Means.
Committee of the House on this bill, only one element of cost seems
to have been considered, and that is the working or operating costs.

The amount of capital invested in the mine, the construction and
equipment accounts, and the redemption of development are all
elements which must be considered and- must be written off during
the life of the mine. All these elements must be weighed when a
contemplated investment in a mine is to be made; and when the
price of the product of the mine is subject to the extreme variation
which has characterized the tungsten market, the hazard is increased
beyond the limit of safe investment, and the business becomes so
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highly speculative that an orderly development of tungsten deposits
is 'impossible.
, If we are to develop tungsten mining and put it on the plane of
poulnd business, we can not have the determining factor of price
dependent upon "the amount anl convenienceo of importation."
. All statistics relative to tungsten Iefore the year 1915 must be
entirely disregarded if we are to get a clear understanding of the
presetli and future position of tungsten.

Ti world production from 1909 to 1915 average( 7,810 tons per
-year, of which the United States furnished 1,406 toils.

Senator W rrsoX. What year was that?
Mr. GIFrI.. The production from 1909 to 1915, making an average

-pro! auction per year of 7,810 tons for the( entire world, of which tile
United States furnished 1,406 tons.
SMr. Nt.EsoN FitANKLIN. I would like to interject right there, ifl:l
may, that Mr. Roy C. McKenua made it mistake on yesterday in
saying that 2,100 tolls were produced a yeal before th e war. There
-was an error in his figures.

Senator WATSON. Which is right?
Mr. F a. NKLIN. One thousand six hundred tolls is the highest.
Mr. GRIFFIN. I think you are mistaken there, Mr. Franklin; one

Yeai'-1910-it was 1,821 tons.
, Mr. FRANKLIN. All right. f had understood that the highest

was 1,600 tons.
Senator WATSON. You may proceed with your statement, Mr*

Griffin.
Mr. GniIFFIN. The only mines then operating in this country were

those that had such high-grade ore that they could compete with the
,rest: of the world. Tungsten ore was known to but few miners.
,The" market requirements were fully met and there was no incentive
tb stimulate the discovery or development of new properties.

As a result of the outbreak of the war a world-wide search was
made foil tungsten, and the world production increased to about
.12,400 tons 'in 1915; 22,200 tons in 1916: 28,500 tois it) 1917; and
36,500 tons in 1918. Of the abovo production the Unfite Stahte
furnished the following tonnages in the respective years above mon.
tioned: 2,332, 5,923, 6,144, and 5,041.

Senator WATSON. You say the United States' production was
6,144 toils in what year?

Mr. GRIFFIN. In 1917, which was our largest production.
The rich surface ores of the United States were quickly exhausted,

but discoveries of large contact deposits were made on which the
future of the industry depends.

Brohdlv speaking, the present important tungsten deposits of
(alifornia, NIevada, and Arizona may be divided into three types:
* (1) Deep high-grade veins.

(2) Large contact deposits of undetermined depths with recoveries
ranging from three-fourths of 1 per cent W08 to 1j per cent W03.

(3) Large low-grade contact metamorphic deposits with recoveries
-from three-tenths of 1 )er cent to three-fourths of 1 per cent.
* The Atolia mine is the only example of the first class. So much
has been said of this remarkable mine that an entirely erroneous
value has been given to its present position in the tungsten produc-
tion of the United States.
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Senator WATSON. That Atolia mine is in Colorado?
Mr. GRIFFIN. No; it is in California. r am simply touching on

California, Nevada, and Arizona.
Senator WATSO9 . All right. You may continue your statement.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Up to 1915, tile Atolia mine was practically the only

real producer of tungsten in California. The ore was rich, so they
couldsell at a small profit at the low prices that existed before 1915.
The company was in bad financial condition in 1914, hut when the
prices soared in 1915 and 1916 they were at the peak of their pro-
duction-when the frantic search for tungsten, which resulted in the
discovery of the large low-grade bodies, was being made.

While the Atolia in 1918 produced 1,079 tons of concentrate, or
20 per cent of the United States' total, at an average operating cost
of $8.91 per unit, exclusive of depreciation or del)letion, yet the latter
part of the year the production fell off to such an extent that the
output from Atolia, if it again starts, will not ble greater than 750
tons of 60 per cent W.03 concentrates per year, with cost ranging
from $11 to $12 per unit.

In that regard I should like to read a statement from the super-
intendent of the Atolia Mining Co., made to its stockholders in tle
last annual report.

Senator ThirTAS. What is the date of it?
Mr. GRIFFIN. The 1918 annual report.
In his statement he said:

While sinking No. I shaft water was encountered. At the date when operations were
discontinued the shaft was making about 1.500 gallons of water per day of 24 hours.

I estimate there is about eight months' ore in sight, based on the average daily
tonna milled during 1918. There are reasonable grounds to suppose that con-
siderably more ore can he produced, but it is not actually in sight. The grade of ore
to be developed will probably be 25 per cent lower than the average grade milledduring 1918. CIARLES S. TAYLOR, superintendent.

I quote froni the annual report of the president of the Atolia Mining
Co. for the year 1918: "The production of the mine for the year 1918
was a great deal less thanl1 ill tile two previous Y'ars, owing to lower
grade of ore ill all parts of the mine. -Average cost per unit of 1918
production, $8.91."

The average cost of $8.91 per unit for 1918 )roduction is not repre-
sentativo of the costs of the latter part of 1918 when production fell
off, duo to 25 l)er cent drop in grade of ore. T'he actual mining costs
are increasing with depth and additional water. The treatment costs
will le higher, as the sulphur and 1)hosl)horus content of the ore is
increasing, and these deleterious elements must 1)e removed before
concentrates cil be mnarketed. On basis of 1918 expenditures and
reduction in production, ont.account of 25 per cent drop in grade of
ore to 50,(i00 units, the future actual operating costs will be $11 to
$12 per unit. These facts aro all vertiied to me in writing b3 the
president of the comnp)any.

And I have the statement of operating costs of the Atolia Co. that
I would like to put into the record.

Senator WATSON. You may do so.
Mr. GRIFFIN. The low-grade deposits that have been equip)red with

mills which only ran for an average of about two months before the
armistice was signed will very much more than take the place of the
reduction in the Atolia output.
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Of Class 2 the important examples are the'NevadaItumbolt mine
and the Pacific Tungsten mine of Nevada. IThese properties were
developed in I 918, but their mills began operating only in November
of that year, when they were forced to close down by the break in themarket.

The management of the former mine believed they could produce
tungsten at a profit of $10 per unit and a contract was made whereby
this amount was to be advanced against concentrates produced. The
mine worked about seven months in 1919. But essential elements of
cost were evidently overlooked, as the property became so involved
the creditors had to stop in, and the mine was closed down. Under
the proposed duty this mine can produce about 400 to 500 tons of
concentrate per year.

The Pacific I ungsten Co. handled in 1918, 12,586 tons of ore,
yielding a recovery of 1.6 per cent WOs; 290.74 tons of 70 per cent
W03 concentrates were produced, or 20,352 units. During the con-
struction of the mill, covering 10 months of 1918, ore was hauled by
motor truck to a custom mill, and the company's mill ran only two
months and was then forced to close down.

Based on mining costs and two months' operation of the mill, the
total cost per ton of ore milled was $12.80. The mill will treat 36,000
tons of ore per year, so with an estimated recovery of 1 per cent
36,000 units or 600 tons of 60 per cent concentrates vill be produced
at an operating cost of $461,000, or $12.80 per unit. The company
has invested $583,500 and to amortize this investment in eight years,
allowing only 10 per cent on the investment and replacing capital by
reinvestment of $160,000 annually at. 4 per cent, will require a selling
price of $17.25 per unit.

Senator TIno.rAS. Let me ask you right there before I forget it:
The last Congress passed an act appropriating some millions of dollars
for reimbursement of men and corporations engaged under the encour-
agement the Government gave in the production of unusual metals
during the war. Have any of those companies made application for
relief under that act?

Mr. GRIFFIN. Some of them have, Senator. My own company
could not, because-

Senator TIoIAS (interposing). Which is your company?
Mr. GRIPFEN. The Tungsten Mines Co. Because (luring the period

covered by that act, which was from April, 1917, to November, 1918,
we made a profit. The result of all operations by the Tungsten Mines
Co. would eavee us a considerable sum still in debt, however.

Senator THOMAS. Do you know of any companies who have made
application under that act ?

1r. GRIFFIN. Yes, sir; a number of them have made application.
And this one I am just speaking of now has made application.

Senator TnO.rAS. Have they gotten any relief?
M.. GRIFFIN. They have not; and I do not know to what extent

there is a possibility of their getting relief.
Senator HENDERSON. In connection with that question, Senator

Thomas, you have read, have you not, fie letter from the Attorney
General interpreting that act?

Senator TIxoMAs. Yes, sir.
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Senator HENDERSON. And that has cut out, has it not, a good
inany claims of various companies and prevented them from getting
any relief I

Mr. GRIFFIN. Oh, yes; a groat many could not meet the conditions
stated in that opinion.

Mr. FRANKLIN. We have a claim in which has not as yet been
passed upon.

Senator THOMAS. That letter of the Attorney General was due to
the fact that a great many very extravagant claims were filed, and it
had then a reaction, of course.

Mr. GRIFFIN. I understand the commission did not take into con-
sideration the value of your properties, or what you had paid for your
mine.. Senator ThIOMAS. I am not familiar with the procedure which the
commission have adopted. I merely wanted to got into the record
the fact, if it was a fact, that some of these concerns had applied for
relief under that act.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Yes; but they are not allowing for property invest-
ment.

Senator WATSON. You may proceed with your statement.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Class 3: The largo low-grade, deposits are illustrated

by the Tungsten Mines Co. at Bishop, Calif., the Pine Creek tungsten
mine and the Tungsten Reef Mines Co. of Arizona.

The Tungsten Mines Co., of which I am the managing director, has
worked on ore that yielded the extremely small amount of three-
tenths of 1 per cent W03, at a cost of $12.83 per unit, not including
depreciation and depletion. The physical character of our deposit
makes it possible to mine and mill this ore at a cost of $3.77 per ton
of ore. The ore body is 75 feet to 100 feet wide, with the tungsten
fairly evenly distributed through the mass, so large tonnages can be
mined and milled daily. We work in what is known as a "glory
hole" which has reached the dimensions of 275 feet long by 75 feet
wide by 190 feet deep. The ore is broken down in large masses at
small relative expense. In 1918 we milled 71,125 tons of ore to pro-
duce 337.35 tons of 62 per cent W0 3 concentrates, or 210 tons of
ore to produce one ton of concentrates. The character of our oro
body is such that development work has not been carried far ahead.

We never have been able to see more than 10,000 tons of ore, but
we have milled 167,000 tons, and there is fully as much ore in sight
as there ever was.

The Pine Creek tungsten mine has the largest tonnage of low-grade
ore yet discovered. '1he ore is Somewhat higher grade than that of
the Tungsten Mines Co., so although the cost per ton of milling the ore
is higher, on account of the inaccessible location of the mine, the unit
operating cost, exclusive of depreciation and depletion, is practically
the same as that of Tungsten Mines Co., namely, $12.11 per unit.
The 200-ton mill ran only six weeks when forced to close down.

I have a statement signed by the general manager of that com-
pany, Mr. Cooper Shapley. He came on here with us from Bishop,
Calif., but after we had 'been here about a week he was forced to
return home, and so will not be able to appear before you gentlemen,
and therefore asked me to present his figures, which 'I would like to
put into the record as a part of my testimony.

Senator WATSON. That may be done.
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Mr. GmFFI. Mr. Shapley is also the manager of the Round Valley
Tungsten 'Mine, Bishop, Calif. This company has a 150-ton mill
and handled 31,678 tons of ore in 1918 with a recovery of three-
tenths of 1 per cent, and an operating cost of $14.09 per unit.

The Standard tungsten mines of Bishop, Calif., milled 44,000 tons
in two years, recovering slightly under three-tenths of 1 per cent.
It was a pioneer mill, and there were additional costs from experi-
mentation. The operating costs were $13.82 per unit, excluding de-
preciation and depletion.

At the Tungsten Reef Mines Co.'s property, located at Huachuca
Mountain, near Hereford, Ariz., an extremely large tonnage of ore is
exposed and developed. The average grade is about one-half of 1
per cent. Thb property is equipped with a small mill. The ma-
chinery for a 200-ton iiill is on the ground but was not erected.
Judging from the data gathered from operating the small mill
tungsten can be produced for about $11 per unit.

I have certified statements of costs that I would like to put into
the record with reference to the Standard Tungsten Co., of Bishop,
Calif.; Tungsten Mines Co., of Bishop, Calif.; and tile Pacific Tung-
sten Co.

Senator WATSOx. All right. Hand them to the reporter.
Mr. GRIFFIN. It will be seen from the foregoing outline of produc-

tion and cost that there is a large supply of tungsten, much of which
was just coming into production when the market failed. The costs
given i every case cover only direct operating charges and do not
take into consideration amortization of the investment. These costs
vary from $11 to $14 per unit at the mines.

I have made no attempt to cover all the mines but simply those
that are equipped with large mills in order to show the average cost.
There are a good many mines of course in California and Nevada
that can not operate on an $11 to $14 cost.

With the single exception of the Atolia Co., every company I have
mentioned has. not only mado no money, but it is probably from
$50,000 to $500,000 behind.

Senator ToMLts. Was there any period in their operation when
they did make any money?

91r. GRIFFIN. Yes, sir; I made money in 1918.
Senator THOMAs. What per cent upon your investment did you

make as profit?
Mr. GRIFFIN. Probably 25 per cent.
Senator THOAS. Is that just for one year?
Mr. GRIFFIN. That was for the one year.
Senator TIoMAS. What was your capital?
Mr. GRIFFIN. About $400,6O0.
Senator THO.MAS. The Atolia Co., as I remember, declared quite a

number of large dividends?
Mr. GRIFFIN. Yes; you see they were at the peak of their produc-

tion during the two years of high prices.
Senator TOMAS. Do you remember what their total profits were?
Mr. GRIFFIN. I do not know, Senator. I have not seen their state-

ments for those two years. But their position now, of course, is the
question really to be considered. They are in no better position now
than the other larger mines. and they can not produce Anything like
the tonnage they did. Their costs will be proportionately higher.
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Senator TnOMAs. I understand that, but I recall that h: 1917, when
Mr. Baruch, before ho took the chairmanship of the War Industries
Board, got out of what he thought wes every interest that would
conflict with his duties, he received something over $200,000 as a
dividend, much to his surprise, and he donated it among the Young
Alen's Christian Association, the Young Woman's Christian Associa-
tion, the Knights of Columbus, and the Jewish Relief Association,
who were doing war work. That is the reason why I asked if one of
the companies did not make enormous profits during the war.

Mr. GRFN. They did during 1916 and 1917. 'lie mines referred
to.could, in my judgment, produce 3,000 tons of 60 per cent WO8
;coficentrates a year at an operating cost of between $11 and $14 a
unit, probably averaging about $13.00. The Chinese ore costs on an
average, laid down in this country, about 86 to $7 a unit.

Senator TpO3NIAS. What is the source of those figures; or what is
the source of your information?

Mr. GRiFFIN. The sdurce of my information is the testimony of
Mr. Frank L. Hess, geologist of the United States Geological Survey,
given before the Ways and Means Committee of the House, which
took in not only Burma. but the Chinese ores, which I think can be
laid down in this country at less than $7 per unit at a profit.
Senator MCCUMBER. Laid down in New York.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Yes; laid down in Now York.
Mr. Hess said:
In Burma they are mining both veins and placer deposits and their .csts have been

very low. They have a lot of rich deposits. The Kaubank mine has published a
cost of less thani 9 shillings per long ton unit * * * something like $1.92 Jper
short ton unit. The Mawchie mine * * * (.an lay (owi tungsten ores in london
at $7 a unit at a profit. Now, you can get all sorts of prices between thcse in that
country. "* * * Chinese ore can be brought to thio country for less than $7 a unit;
When the price was $25 and upward, before the armistice was signed, the steel com-
panies sent men scurrying all over the world to buy tungsten ores. Of course they
went to China. The officials there-every man who got a chancee at it--got a squeeze
out of it-and those squeezes were all paid on the basis of $25, the price in New York
City. Now, those officials are not going to let anyb(dy get ore out unless they pay
something like that squeeze.

Mr. F. W. Horton, former manager of the Chemical Products
Co., and one of the best, known authorities in the tungsten industry,
is my authority for the following statements:
The Burma deposits will continue to prodnee large quantities of cheap tungsten

ores, and if Englaud allows them to be exported to this country a large part of the oro
can be laid down in New York for less than $5 per short toi unit for concentrates
carrying 65 per cent W0 3, and reasonably free from tin anl other harmful impurit ies."

Chinese ore can bo mined for from $1.25 to $2 a short tom unit and can be laid down
in New York for $5 to $6 a short ton unit.

Mr. Hess corroborates this statement also.
'1 think the fact of the great importation of Chinese ores during

the present year, when the selling price has been from $6 to $7, is a
good commentary on the cost there. On yesterday there was pro-
sonted by Mr. McKenna to your committee a tabulation of the actual
cost of tungsten wolframite in China, a detailed tabulated cost.

Senator THoMAS. Yes; I saw that.
Mr. GRIFFIN. I should like to amplify that with the letter of

transmittal which went with it. It was a circular letter from Mitsui
& Co. (Ltd.), Japanese importers, who practically control the im-
portation of Chinese ores. I should like to read this letter.
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Senator WATSON. That letter is from Mitsui & Co. (Ltd.) I
Mr. GRIFFN. Yes, sir; and it is a circular letter sent out to their

trade.
Senator WATSON. You may read it.
Mr. GnIFFiz. The letter is as follows:

Cable address for all offices: Mitsui. Telephone Bowling Green 7520

MITSUI & Co. (LTD.).
(MITSUI, BASSAN, KAISIIA, (LTD.),

_Tokyo, Yokohama, Kobe, Osaka, Nagasaki, MoJi, Naoya, Kuchinot t -Mlke, W-amatsu, Karatsu,Muroran, Sunaawa, Hakodate, Otaru, ralpeh, Talren, Canton, loogrong Shanighil, Newebwang,Chang Clun1 Harbin,Vladivostok Dalny, Tieling, Tlentsin,Cbefoo, Hanlkow, Awatow, Arroy, Foechow)
usingtau, I eking, Girin, Moukden, Reoul, bul emtno, Antiung, KX ancbinfi, Bankok, Rangoon)Ueurabaya, Semarang Batavia, Calcutta, Sydrey, Melbourie, London, Lyon Ilarseille, PetrogradDalte, San Francisco, 'ortland, Seattle,C ancouver, Manila, Bombay, Singapore, huenos Atres, etc., te.)

65 Broadway, New York, June 1., 1919.

TUNGSTEN WOLFRAMITE ORE.

GENTLEMEN: During the past month or two, we have frequently been keeping youinformed as to the woframnute ore market both at New York and China, at the same
time placing before you various offers as cabled by our Hongkong office. However,
we regret to note thesa3 offers have not resulted in any business due to our prehamably
high quotations,

Generally speaking, we believe it safe to say that the ore market at the present time
is in a settled state, and we understand business has s'tccessfully been closed on basis
of $6.75 short ton unit, 65 per cent guaranteed. While this price may appear some.
what too high at the present time, still it is our contention that wolframite ore pur-
chased at present is cheap and circumstances permitting, orders should be placed.

As consimers as well as producers, we believe you undoubtedly may be interested
in the attached statement conveying the exact cost of producing ore as arranged for
our own reference by our Hongkong office. The inclosed statement will furnish you
in detail with exact cost of material to our foreign offer exclusive of other incidental
charges such as interest, transportation, and cable charges. Thes3 figures are, how-
ever, naturally subject to change in order to take care of any differences in exchange,
ocean freight rates alp' provincial state taxes which are based on value of ore at time
material is forwarded from interior to shipping port.

It may appear peculiarbut can be safely gWaranteed that the price of wolfram ore
is purely compounded on actual cost of extracting the ore from tho mines plus cartage
and incidental duties and taxes for which China is distinctively noted, deriving most
of its revenue from such sources.

Senator THOMAS. That must have bon written before we passed
our last revenue act.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Perhaps so.
Senator WATSON. You may finish reading the letter.
Mr. GRIFFIN. And the letter goes on to state:
In conclusion we believe as consumers, the inclosed statement will be of interest to

you as indicative of $7.20 per long ton unit Pacific Coast as being about minimum
price at which wolframite ore can be produced at the cheapest market, namely;China.

We tri'st the inclosed information will be of service to you in determining your future
operations.

Very tnly yours,
METAL DEPARTMENT,Pumnio Tone./AU.MU.
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Tabuluion of actual co8t of tungsten wlfromite ore in China.

Mining charges per picul ............................................. H$10. 00
Kiansi.a ztN vu taxe3 ........................................... ....... 2.40
Kiangl-Nanvu forwarding ebare ...................................... 2.50
Riansi war expense and'No, vu local taxes .............................. 1.40
Nanvu-Shoshu freight ...... .......................................... 1.00
Shoshu eastern customs duty ...................................... 15
Shushu Tarhei customs dut ..................................... 1.00
Hokko Maninq bureau duty ............................................ .1.00
Finance bureau expenses .............................................. 4.37
Finance bureau customs duty ......................................... . 15
lail freight to Canton ................................................ 1. 15
Koshu-Canton ...................................................... .10
Canton export duty ................................................... 2.00
Canton-Honkong freight ........................................... .20

Total charges per picul ......................................... H$10. 42.
Per ton, 20 cwt .................................... H$1.050

Ex. at 8o ............................................................. C$408.85
Ocean freight to Pacific ............................................... .20 00
Packing and insurance .............................................. 5.00

G$433.85
On basis 60 per c:(nt at $7.20 unit long ton. (14 representing gold dollars, 11$ repro-

senting ilongkong dollars.

Mr. GRIFFIN. On basis 60 per cent at $7.20 unit long ton is the
equivalent of $6.42 unit short ton. I have prepared a memorandum
explaining the above data as follows:

Picu--13? pounds.
16.8 piculs=l lonq ton.
Total charge, H$30.42 per picul, X16.8=11$511.56 per long ton.
Exchange at 80, .511.05,X80=$403.85 per long ton, at Chinese port.
On basis 60 per cent WO 3 content=60 units lonz ton.

Per unit Perunit
long ton. shortton.

40885+60 ....................................................................... $3.81 $0.08
Freight and packing, $25 per ton, 2+60 .. . ......... .41 .3

Tot) .......................................... .... .. ...... 7.22 0.44

22.4 pounds WO=1 unit long ton.
7.22+22.4=0.322 per )ound."
20 pounds W0=1 unit short ton.
0.322X20=6.4.1 per unit short ton.

Percentao Per unit, Par unit,Per pleiul. of cost per long tun. short ton.pletil.

Mining .............................. 11110.00 0. 3267X6. 81 $2.24 $2.00
Taxes ...................... 15.57 .5115X6.81 3.48 3.11
Freight ........................................... .4.85 .594X6.81 1.09 .97

Total .......................................... 30.42 ........ . 0. 6.08

Mr. GRiFvIN. Mitsui & Co. offered this ore for sale at 6.75 per
unit short ton. All this pretty definitely fixes the cost of Chinese
ores.
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That statement shows that the mining charge is only $2 per shor t
ton unit, the taxes are $3.11 p or short ton unit and freight 97 cents,
making a total of $6.08 per short ton unit, in China.

Senator TioMAs. Is there any data in your possession of the char-
acter of this deposit; that is, as to its size, and the ease or difficulty
of its development, or anything of that sort?

Mr. GRIFFIN. I had a report made on the China situation by Mr.
F. W. Horton, that gives a good deal of information on the Chinese
ore situation. I have the report here, and could read extracts from
it if you wish, or can tell you in general what it contains.

Senator THOMAS. No; never mind. I assui, a that if this is a new
discovery at the present is a surface working, and of course the cost
of extraction would be very different from the cost involved in oper-
ations that have been developed some distance underground.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Oh, ybs. It is a very large field, and not alone con-
fined to the placers whore thousands of Chinamen and their families
flock. In one of these now discoveries they have very small claims,
and pick it out, because there is nothing to do but shovel it and pick
out the heavy pieces of ore-you can pick them out by the weight of
the material, Senator. And they have to sell it for anything they
can get. They have no money, and have to sell it. They will keep
on producing that ore just as lIng as they can sell it.

Then there have been uncovered outcrops and disintegrated schist
veins that have eroded and are soft; they can be worked without any
drilling, without any tools other than the primitive shovel and pick.
From the best information obtainable by the Geological Survey and
by private sources, these deposits are of great extent.The Burma deposits, which have been worked for a much longer
time, are also on a low-production cost, about the same as China.

Senator TjHOMAS. On what?
Mr. GRIFFIN. On a low-production cost.
Senator TnOMA.S. Are they scientifically worked?
Mr. GRIFFIN. The most of them are placers; some are hydraulicked,

but no machinery is employed in mining these Burma deposits, but
some crude milling is done.

Senator Tno.-tAs. What might b called quarry deposits?
Mr. GFIFFIN. Perhaps; that is, those outcrop deposits as differ-

entiated from placer. The fact that they are easily worked without
mills or other expensive equipment is the reason that they will keep
on with production for a very long time.

Senator THOMAS. You have a similar deposit in Nevada that you
have been working?

Mr. GRIFFIN. NO; our mine is in California.
Senator TnoMAS. Yes; in California.
Mr. GRIFFIN. No; the deposits are not similar; our deposits are

lodes; the rock is hard, and must be milled and concentrated.
Senator THOMAS. I moan as to extent.
Mr. GRIFFIN. No, not nearly as expensive.
Senator TiHOMAS. Any deposits that admit of a "glory hole" is a

pretty big deposit in the West.
Senator WATSON. What do you mean by a "glory hole"?
Senator TuIOIAS. It is a name given by miners to certain conditions

in connection with mining.
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Mr. GIqFFIN. Our deposit is comparatively large. and easily mined,
but the difference is that it is a lode, the ore is -hard, and has to be
milled, and contains only about three-tenths of I per cent, whereas
the Chinaman-'

Senator THOMAS. This has to be milled also.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Oh, no, sir; it does not have to be milled at all.
Senator TnoSAs. That continues for only a matter of time ?
Mr. GRIFFIN. T'I t gold placer fields of Cralifornia have lasted for a

groat many years.
Senator TIoMAS. But the time came when they had to dredge

from old river beds.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Yes, sir. I have been gold dredging for 20 years,

and there is something like 15 years more of it. Referring to placer
deposits, while you ('an definitely determine what their extent is,
and they are limited in that way, still it may be a very large extent.

Mr. FRANKLIN. If I may interject some information on that point
I would say that the Chinese tungsten ore deposits are about 300
miles in extent.

Senator TnoMAS. Almost anybody could discover that kind of a
deposit.

Mr'. GRIFFIN. Yes.
Now, gentlemen of the committee, tile competition we are facing

is the Cineso competition, and competition of Burma and South
America. There are about 1,200 to 1,500 tons of Bolivian ore that
can compete strictly with China and Burma.

. Senator THOMAS. It might comfort you gentlemen to know that
there is a provision in our treaty of peace which is designed to reduce
strict uniformity of working conditions all over the word, and
doubtless just as soon as they arie established your difficulties and
trials and tribulations will be over.

Senator WA'TSON. Oh, yes; they will all be over then. [Laughter
on the part of those present.]

Mr. GRIFFIN. The production cost of the rest of the South Ameri-
can ores above this 1,200 to 1,500 tons is front $9 to $12 per unit;
that is, the other ores have to be mined and concentrated and their
cost will be just about the same as the American costs.

Senator HENDERSON. Does much Burma tungsten ore come to tie
United States?

Mir. GRIFFIN. Yes: but it did not come to the United States during
the war time, because it is entirely an English possession and
under British control, and during the war there was an embargo on
the exportation of any ores from any of the British possessions,
Great Britain fixed a price of about $13 a unit aid kept it there
during the whole of the war period, and I think that is about the best
evidence of control when our market was over double that during the
time those restrictions were on.. Furthermore, the English control a good deal of the South American
deposits, of the Bolivian deposits; the Peruvian and Argentine
deposits are very largely still under German control.

S Senator THOMAs. Were there not some tungsten-producing mineA
in Spain (luring the war?

Mr. GRIFFiN. Yes; a small amount; the production of ore in Europe
has been pretty constant, and in the neighborhood of 1,500 tons a
year, the most of it from Portugal. There is very little tungstenn
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mined in England, and there it is a by-product of the tin mines. There
is a production of tungsten in Spain, and I can give you those figures
if you want them.

'Senator TIIoMAs. Oh, no.
Mr. GRIFFIN. The most of the production is in Portugal. Tungsten

is a very widely distributed mineral; almost every country produces
some, but the only large deposits are the Asiatic, South'American,
Portugal, and the United States.

Senator WATSON. Can you give the committee a table showing the
amount of production in the different countries and the average cost
of production in each country?

Mr. GRIFFIN. Yes, sir.
The United States Geological Survey has supplied me with the

following as to the production of tungsten in 1918: United States
produced 5,020 tons, Burma produced 5,500 tons, China produced
10,000 tons, Bolivia produced 4,500 tons.

The Geological Survey also reports that in this year, 1919, up to the
1st of October, imports of tungsten have been made into this country
as follows: From Asia, 5,542 tons; from South America, 1,401 tons;
and that a couple of weeks ago 450 tons of tungsten were sold at $6 per
unit in New York. Costs per unit: United States, $13; Burma, $2
to $4; China, $1.50 to $2; South America, $6 to $7 for 1,500 tons;
$8 to 89 for 4,000 tons.

Senator WATSON. You see that is the big thing for us to know-
what is the difference in the cost of production at home and abroad,
and what is the production in tonnage, and what is the cost of pro-
duction because the whole theory of a tariff is based on that difference.

Mr. dRIFFIN. Our large competition is from Asia. I think I have
demonstrated that the bare operating cost in the large mines of Cali-
fornia, Nevada, and Arizona are not le3s than $13 per unit at the
mine; freight from mines to New York, 75 cents per unit. The
Colorado cost- are higher. The proved Asiatic production costs, on
the other hand, do not exceed $2 per unit. After paying taxes, freight,
brokerage, etc., the Asiatic tungsten ores can be and are to-day being
sold in Iew York at $6 a unit. This figure presumably carried a satis-
factory profit to all the handlers of this foreign ore, as imports are
arriving in New York at the rate of 47,250 units per mornth.

The Chinaman is a very keen trader, and the price of Chinese ore
follows almost exactly the price of ore in New York. I mean by that
that when the Asiatics were producing just as cheaply during thie war
as they are now, and when they were producing it at an actual mining
cost of les than $1.35 a unit, they were selling it here for $25 a unit.
Then their taxes over there increased to over $15 a picul, but when the
price broke here in 1919 their tax was reduced to 82 a picul. There
they regulate the taxes, including every squeeze that comes in the
Chinese game, so as to approximate the price on our markets,. But
they will not continue to sell their tungsten ore at a low price if the
mino in this country are not permitted to work; there is no question
at all in my mind that the price of foreign ores will increase to prob-
ably just below our production co.t or even up to our production cost.

Senator McCUMBEn. I would like to ask right there for informa-
tion as to whether we export any great quantity of hardened steel;
and if so, what the effect of a raise of $10 per unit would have in the
matter of being able to export to foreign countries in competition
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with those manufacturers who get their tungsten for from $6 to $7
per unitI

Mr. GRIFFIN. As a matter of fact, Senator, there is very little
high-speed steel exported. At the time of the owar England went just
as we did very extensively into the refining of tungsten and the mak-
ing of high-speed steel. I do not think that our exports of high-
speod steel would ever be very much of a factor. Under the terms of
this bill ore can be shipped here in bond, smelted in bond here for use
in foreign countries, just as zinc ores can to-day.

Mr. 1RANKLIN. And the same is done in the case of lead.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Yes. They can ship ore in here and smelt it and

export it.
Senator MCCtUMBER. We do not export any material quantity of

high-grado steel?
Mr. GRIFFIN. No, sir; we do not.
Senator WATSON. Senator Henderson, do you wish to ask any

questions before we adjourn in order to go to the Senate at 11 o'clock?
Senator HENDERSON. No, sir.
Senator PrnrPs. Mr. Chairman, I think the witness can give you

some information as to what percentage of tungsten alloys is required
to manufacture a ton of high-grade tool steel, and 'hat will $10
additional cost per unit in tungsten mean in the finished product of
tool steel. You have that worked out, haven't you?

Mr. GRIFFIN. Yes. I do not believe as a practical matter it
would influence the price of high-speed steel at all, because I do not
believe that they could continue to get the ore at anything like the
lresenit price if no tariff is put upon it.

Senator PiIPPS. That is not an answer to my question. You
may have misunderstood me. I mean whatever may be the market
price of tungsten per unit to-day, adding $10 per unit to that price,
how would it affect the price of the fiiished high-speed tool steel?
That was stated in the hearings before the House Committee on
Ways and Means, and as I recollect it was a very small figure, in-
finitesimal, on this question of its bearing on the (luty asked here.

Mr. GRIFFIN. If you carry out the high-speed steel to the ultimate
consumer-that is, to the man who buys the finished product-this
$10 duty would run out into so many decimals of a cent that you
could not find it. The consumer of our product for high-speed steel
would-

Senator MCCUMBER (interposing). What percentage of tungsten is
used in high-grade steel?

Mr. GRIFFIN. About 90 to 95 per cent of the tungsten is used in
high-speed steel.

Senator MCCUMBER. Do you mean that only 5 per cent of ordinary
steel is used?

Senator THOMAS. Oh, no, Senator McCumber; he means that of
the total product of tungsten, 95 per cent of it goes into the product
of high-speed steel.

Senator MCCUMBEIR. That is not what I mean. What percentage
of a ton of steel is tungsten ?

Mr. GRIFFIN. High-speed steels carry about 18 per cent to 20 per
cent of tungsten.

Senator MCCUIBER. Nearly one-fifth.
Mr. GRIFFiN. Yes; about one-fifth.
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Of course, there are metallurgical losses. Every time you touch
tungsten you have a loss-a smelting loss and slag losses, etc. There
is about that proportion of tungsten in high-speed steel.

Senator TnoM!As. Of course, that means that there need not be
any material advance to the consumer in the case of tools made from
high-speed steel, but it might afford a good basis for an extra profit;
because, to illustrate, we had a trader in the early days in Colorado,
and ie is still living, who used to sell needles at 10 cents apiece,
justifying his charge upon the ground that everything had to be
freiglited by bull teans from the Missouri River.

Mr. GiFvIN. The first consumer of high-speed tool steel is the
slhop man who uses it to finish his other steel. Now, the very high
service performed by high-speed steel, and the long life it has, means
that tle cost of that tool is small as iiur(' d into a pound of finished
material. It is so infinitesimally sinaT that it does not make any
appreciable difference in the price of the liished steel to the ultimate
consumer. But the point I would like to make, and which seems to
ie is the determining factor in the matter, is, that you are not going
by this duty to do any injury, and if the duty is not ltlaccd on tungsten
you are not going to kelp on getting these cheap foreign ores. If
our mines continue closed (town the price of tungsten ore is bound to
go up, and it will go up to lust under the level of a price at which we
can produce it. So that the consumer of high-speed steel is not going
to got any benefit if no tariff is placed on this ore suftriient to protect
us, and w-ithout such a tariff we wouhl be ruined.

Senator Tra)MAS. Do not you think the consumers of this product
will sooner or later get control of the sources of supply anyway?

Mr. GRIFFIN. I (1o not, because tungsten mining is a pretty highly
speculative business, and one that takes a great Jal of capital, andt
they do not want to put it into the business.

Senator THOMAS. They have it in it.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Very few of them. The hig li-speed stedl nianufac-

turer does not even want to make his own ferrotungsten. Some of
thenu are equipped to refine tungsten ores so that they may not be
entirely dependent on ferrotungsten manufacturers, but many of
them will buy their ferrotungsten rather than refine it themselves.
There is an exceptional hazard in the making of ferrotungsten, so
that they would rather let the other fellow buy'and eaITy the ore and
do the making of it than d1o it themselves.
. I think that the point we want to keel) in mind is, that during the

war England placed an embargo on all shipments of tungsten ore.
The distribution of Asiatic ores is entirely controlled by Japan and
England. And if we do have another occasion for using this ore in
an emergency, we must h e in a position to get it. If our mines
close down-aind you know what it means to close a mine down and,
scrap the machi ry-they go to ruin. If a mine is going to be
closed (own for any length of time it can not easily be reopened.
In ft t, very many of the mines could not he reopened at all, and
those that could be opened again would require a long time to get
back into production.

There is no substitute that has as vet been found for tungsten;
although experiments are being male, and they are at it con-
stantly, and may get some substitute at any time, and if they (1o
our mines would become worthless. However, tungsten was the key
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war material, and without its production in this country our pro-
duction of various kinds of finished steel products could not have
been kept up. Our surface deposits of ore are all exhausted, and
we are depending entirely on. the mines, so that if our mines are
abandoned and mills scrapped, we could not get back into production
in time to meet an emergency.

The duty that we ask for will save this industry and also bring in a
substantial revenue. It will not, as I see it, injure the consumer in
any way, for if our production is stopped, or very greatly curtailed,
foreign ores' will rise in price to just under our production price
without a duty. If the duty is on we will get to going and will have
this industry, which certainly is a very important, one both in war and
peace.

Senator THOMAS. During our investigation of aviation last year
we were told in Detroit by the engineering force of the Ford Motor
Car Co. that while the duplication of the Mercedes engine used by the
Germans in their airplanes was possible, yet it was impossible for them
to duplicate the endurance and life of tle Mercedes engine. In other
words, the steel used by the Germans had an alloy that was superior
to anything else, so that the life of the Mercedes engine, no matter
how well duplicated in France or England, was ver much longer
when made by the Germans. Mr. Ford himself stated that he had
instructed his'engineers to ascertain; if they could, what the alloy was
that the Germans used. Among-their investigations they discovered
that in 1912 the German exports of a metal called zirconium, which
exists in largo quantities in Brazil, and which had been exported to
Germany in very small quantities up to that time, in 1913 and the
first half of 1914, became prodigious. They therefore began experi-
menting on it.

Senator WATSON. That is the metal that you mean was imported
into Germany from Brazil?

Senator I nOMAS. Yes; and it was their conclusion that that was
the material used as an alloy. Ihese engineers were making oxperi-
ments at that time with very great success and thought they would
solve the problem; and it was thought that probably zirconium would
take the place of the other metal.

Mr. GRIFPI. Zirconium was called to our attention during the war,
and we had a lot, of samples just before the armistice was signed
to try to find out whether it. could be secured here. ''hie E'lectro
Metallurgical Co., at Niagara Falls, was experimenting. As I uinder-
stand, it was expected that the properties of zirconium would so
harden steel that half an inch would resist a projectile as much as
some of our present heavy armor plate. But it was more as a
reisting metal than as a substitute for tungsten in the quality
of holding temper.

Mr. FRANKLIN. I think I can answer that question. I talked with
Mi. Smith, the chief metallurgist of the Ford Motor Car Co., in May,
in fact I had several conversations with him, and lie told me that
their experiments with zircotium weroe nt. successful.

Senator HIENDERISON. Didn't they use it for tank steel in their
tanks?

Mr. GiFFix. They did use it for tank steel, yes. and that was one
of the great uses for which we were trying to develop it.

148862-19--4
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Senator WATSON. Mr. Griffin, have you finished your statementI
Mr. GRIFFIN. I think so.
Senator WATSON. What else do you wish to present?
Mr. GRIFFIN. I think we have no more witnesses except Mr. Clark,

whose testimony will be short.
.Senator WATSON. Then it is possible that he might make his state-

ment and we can get through.
(Mr. Griffin furnished the committee with the following memo-

randum as an extension of his oral remarks:)
Mr. Franklin told the committee yesterday that since the hearing

on this bill in the House some members of one branch of the manu-
facturers of the finished product had claimed that the differential
provided in subdivision second of the first section of the bill was not
fully compensatory. It has been fully explained to you gentlemen
by Mr. Franklin and myself that the raw material-that is, the tungs-
ten-ore is first mined and then concentrated so that it contains prac-
tically 60 per cent of tungstic trioxide (WO). But the steps inter-
vening between the ore and the steel, it seems to me, have not been
set forth clearly. Now, there are three distinct processes in trans-
ferring the tungstic trioxide from the ore to the finished steel. First
the ore must fl refined either by the electric furnace or clemica
process and the tungstic trioxide content of the ore put into the
form of ferrotungsten or tungsten powder. This involves a large
loss. Second, the tungten contained in the ferrotungsten or
tungsten powder must e introduced into steel to make the alloy
steels by another process, either crucible or electric furnace, with
slag and other large losses. Third the steel ingot must then be
hammered and ground, causing scale loss and grinding loss. Also
much of the steel is rejected through flaws and has to be remelted.
Every time tungsten is handled there is a loss. It would seem,
therefore, that high-speed steel and alloy steels are entitled to a
greater compensation than a rate which is' determined to be fair for
the other products..

Testimony was given before the committee in support of the rate
of $1 per pound for the contained tungsten in ferrotungsten as
being compensatory, or, in other words, a rate of 1 cent per pound
of ferrotungsten for each per cent of tungsten contained therein.
I am informed that the manufacturers of tool steel maintain that, in
order to afford a proper compensation as far as their industry is con-
cerned, a rate of 1 cents per pound of steel for each per cent or
fraction thereof of tungsten contained in tungsten alloy steel or
high-speed steel should be inserted in place of the rate on those
products provided in the bill. Tungsten enters into alloy steels in
percentages ranging from 3 to 18 per cent. I am giving this sup-
plemental statement so that the committee will have complete
information as to the position of the different branches of the
industry when considering this feature of the bill.
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STATEMENT OF MR. A. J. CLARK, PRESIDENT OF THE STAND-
ARD TUNGSTEN CO., OF BISHOP, CALIF., AND PRESIDENT
OF THE TUNGSTEN REEF MINES CO., OF HEREFORD, ARIZ.;
RESIDENCE, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Mr. CLARK. I was one of the pioneers in the development of large
low-grade tungsten deposits at Bishop, Calif. Our cost at Bishop,
without considering depreciation or depletion, was $13.82 per unit.

The costs were high on account of expensive changes made at the
mill in the .experimental period. We milled 44,000 tons and pro-
duced 202 tons of tungsten concentrate, averaging 62 per cent
tungstic trioxide, or 12,544 units. This is equivalent to a saving of
less than three-tenths of 1 per cent WO. The operating cost was
$3.93 per ton of ore, or $13.82 per unit.

The Tungsten Reef Mines Co., in Arizona, I acquired in May, 1918.
This is one of the largest tonnage properties in the country. It is
equipped with a small mill and shows a recovery of about one-half of
1 per cent. I have the machinery for a 250-ton mill on the ground,
but did not erect it as the tungsten market went to pieces at the
time of the armistice.

A recovery of one-half of 1 per cent on an estimated tonnage of
6,000 tons per month, which the mine can easily furnish, would
produce 10 pounds of W03 per ton, or 60,000 pounds a month, or
3,000 units. With this new mill the cost of mining and milling will
be 85.50 per ton, or $33,000 per month or $11 per unit.

Senator WATSON. I understand, gentlemen, that this will conclude
the hearing before the subcommittee.

It is understood that each of the witnesses will have the right to
extend his remark s.

The committee will now stand adjourned.
(The statements furnished by the witness are here printed in full

in the record, as follows:)

Mining and milling costs at the Pine Creek tungsten mine, from Dee. 12, 1918, to
Feb. 9, 1919.

Total number tens milled, 4,371.

Total Ccst per Total Cost per
cst. ton.

Ore breaking .................. $4,764.2.1 $1.090 Water supply........ .. 190.69 30.045
Development .......... 1,792 11 .410 Marketing product (estimate). 743.07 .170
Tramming .............. 1 6;9.12 .375 Mess house (loss) ........ 218.55 .049
Timbering ............... 174.84 .040 Truck maintenance ... :::::.i 240.40 .055
Milling ................. 4,414.71 1.010 Enuineering, maps, plans. 88.04 .088
Mill maintenance .......... I !,O.17 .270 General expense ........... 2,6.31 .630
Mine equipment ........... 546.37 .125
Surface Improvements ........ j 1,005.33 .2.0 Cost of milling one ton
Taxes, insurance .............. I 100 . 3 .230 crude ore ............. .......... 4.808

I General expense include; ofico, manager's salary, sampling, assaying, fuel, telephone, postage, tele-
grams, entertainment, and charity.

Per cent WOa.
Average assav of ore milled ................................................ 0. 613
Average loss in milling ..................................................... .216J

Recovered W 03.................. ........................................... 3 97
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0.397 per cent WOs=f7.94 pounds WO3, which coot $4.808; therefore I pound cost
$0.6055, or for 20 pounds, or one unit, the cost is $12.11.

COOPER SHAPLEY,
Manager Pine Creek Tungsten Co.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
FASTaRN DISTRIcT OF PENNSYLVANIA,1js:

City emd County of Philadelphia,
Cooper Shapley, above named, being duly sworn according to law, deposes and says

that he is the general manager of the Pine Creek Tungsten Co., and that the foregoing
statement of mining and milling costs is correct and true to the beet of hie knowledge
and belief.

COOPER SHAPLEY.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 7th day of November, A. D. 1919.

[sE^L.i FRANK B. STOCKLEY,
Notary Public.

Mining and milling costs at the Round Valley Tungsten mine, 1918.

(Total number of tons milled during 1018, 31,678.)

Total Cost per Total Cost per
cost. ton. d cost. ton.

Ore breaking ................ 2,420.18 80.708 Water supply................ 1,27.12 $0.040
Development ................ 165,& 10 .523 Marketngprduct.......5,385. 26 .170
Tramming.............5,91051 .185 Mess-house expense (loss) .... 1267.12 .040

.rolecttig .................. 875.43 .028; Auto maintenance ........... 1,425.51 .045
Timber lg .................. 289.63 .008 Engineering, maps, and
Milling...................... 31,200.30 Wl; plans .. ... 2,217.46 .070

l11 maintenance ............ 13,929.95 .439 General expense ........ 18,630.95 .525
Mine equipment ............. 3,767.76 .118
Surface improvements. 6,251.88 .197 Cost of milling 1 ton
Taxes, insurance ...... 4,679.50 .160 crude ore .................. 4.242

I General expense includes office, manager's salary, sampling, assaying, postage, telegrams, fuel, enter-
ainment, charity, and telephone.

Per cent W Os.
Average assay of ore milled ............................................... 0.395
Average loss in milling .................................................. .0936
Recovered W 0 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 301

$0.301 per cent W0 3 =6.02 pounds WO,, which cost $4.242; therefore I pound costs
$0.7043, or for 20 pounds, or one unit, the cost is $14.09.

('OOPER SIHAPLEY,
General Manager Round Valley Tungsten Co.

UNITED STATEN OF AMERICA, 1
EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA, 88:

City and county qf Philadelphia, J
Cooper Shapley, above named, being duly sworn according to law, deposes and

says that he is the general manager of the Round Valley Tungsten CO., and that the
foregoing statement of mining and milling costs is correct and true to the beat of his
knowlige and belief. ('OrEn SHAPLEY.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 7th day of November, A. D. 1919.
[SEAL.] FRANK B. STOCKLEY

Notary Public.

Schedule of cost 1917 and 1918, Standard Tungsten Co.

Ore mined ......................................................... tons.. 44, 000
Scheelite produced ......... ............................. units... 12,544
Average assay ............................................. per cent WOs.. 62
Tons .................................................................... 202
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lubor and superintendence:

Amount. Perunit.

Materials, supplies, power, and repairs .................................. 137,770.06 $10.991
Mineofflceocpense ..................................................... 2,283.69 .182
Miscellaneous ........................................................ 3,159.71 .252
Insurance, F., and L ................................................. 4,1R6.84 .334
Taxes ........................................................................... 303.13 .024
Interest paid..................................................................0,63.10 .3
Marketing Proluct .............................................................. 4, 707.36 .382
General office ................................................................... 14,07 '.00 1.122

Total ..................................................................... 173,208.89 13.82

STANDARD TUNGSTEN CO.,
By A. J. CLARK, President.

Production and cools, 1918, Tungsten Mine Co, Bishop, Calif.
Tons of ore milled ................................................... 71,125
Tons of concentrates produced ........................................ 337. 5
Average percentage W03 content ...................................... 62.044
Number of units producWd ............................................... 20.930

Operating costs ................................................. $223,796.37
Overhead costs ................................................ . 44, 867. 72

Total ......................................................... 268,664.09

A*veraer AverasePerton ol ore unit ofr
milled. WOe.

Operating costs ........................................ $3.14 $10.69
Overhead costs .................. .............................. .03,. 2.14

Total ..................................................................... 3.77 12.83

Production and costs, 1918, Tungsten Mines Co.

PRODUCTION.

Coneen- Concen- Mine Extra.
Ore trates pro- tratespro. y tions (per

mdlle. d(cedpperenti(per(cn
(tons). ton of ore (pounds). WOen). cent).

(pounds).

January ................................. .,513 1z5 1 73,400 62.15 84.00
February ................................ .,29 14.2 72,300 01. 70 62.70
March ................................... s,765 12.61 72,000 63.59 71.00
April .................................... 5,418 10.9 .59,300 59.11 70.63
May ....................................... 5,929 10.1 60,300 63.80 64.37
Juno ....................................... 5,818 8.8 .51,50 60.60 65.90
July ............................. 6.35 2 52,300 62.60 62.93
August .................................. 6,80 6.8 45,100 6%28 58. 49September ............................... 5,470 &8! 48,200 63.79 60.43
October ............................... 500 8.8 48,500 61.70 59.11
November ........................ 6,165 7.0 43,300 6.16 61.07
December ........................ 6,992 6.9 48,500 61.30 61.09

Total ............................... 7112 95 674700 ............

I Average.
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COST.
Bishopdirect:

Labor ............... 8133,224.54
Supplies .............. 64,183.58
Light an! power ............................................................ 12,841.90
Workmen's compensation Insurance ......................................... 6 ,34.69
Fire iniurane ............................................................... 2 895.52
Taxes on property ........................................................... 1,691.42
Property surveys ............................................................ 21 00
Hospitatservice .............................................................. 300. 00
Water assessments ........................................................... 112.00
Traveling expense ......................................................... 1,797.82$

San Francisco office: 8223,798.37
Interest paid on notes. ......................................... 7,321.3
Interest paid on bond isue ...................................... 18,061.10
United States tax on bond interest ...................................... 99.20
Oenral overhead, salaries, rent, legal, and general expenses of administration.. 18,205.32
Office expense, miscellaneous ................................................ 1,180. 27 44, 807. 72

Total .................................................................................. 268,661.09

NOT.-Depreciation and depletion excluded.
I hereby certify that the foregoing statement represents'the actual production of

tungsten oro mined, milled, and concentrated during tho year 1918 by the under-
signed corporation and the actual cost thereof in accordance with reports and data on
fi1a in this office.

SAN FnHANCISCO, CALIF., October 2?, 1919.

TuNaSTEN MINES Co.,
By R. A. ORREPT, Vecretary.

Capital imested and operating cost per ton, Pacific Tungsten Co.

Investments:
Purchase of properties ..................... $
Purchase of three-fourths interest in property ................... $312,300.00

Mill construction and equipment ................ $138,675.46
Power line construction .......................... 32,245. 59
Railroad construction ............................ 11,814.40
Railroad equipment ............................ 8,341.60
Water system pipe line ......................... 3,756.25
Mine equipment ................................ 18, 373.69
Machinery, plant, and buildings ................. 5,993.02

- 271,200. 01

'Tx al ..................................................... 583,500.01

Details of costs of mining and milling aggregating $12.80 per ton of ore:
Labor .......................................................... 5.96
Compensatory insurance ...................................... . 31
ExpMsves ................................................... . 30
Timber ......................................................... 29
Tools ......................................................... . 12
Repairs ....................................................... .52
Power ...................................................... . 83
Pumping ..................................................... . 51
Transport and tramway .......................................... .61
Freight and hauling ............................................. .91
Mill supplies .................................................... 93
Generalsupplies ................................................ 1.31
Office expenses ................................................. .20

Total ......................................................... 12.80
This statement was compiled by me from the books of the Pacific Tungsten Co.

FRANK W. GRIpFIN.
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Atolia Mining Co., 1918.

Ore milled, 28,070.687 tons; average, 3.3775 per cent we 3.
Concentrate produced, 1,079 tone.
Units produced, 66,644.0515.Coats:Moia:..ning ............................................. $248,539. 75

Milling ....................................................... 154,020.52
Boarding house loss ............................................. 6,251.32
Direct overhead ................................................ 00,165. 52
Indirect overhead .............................................. 2,091.65
Taxes and insurance ............................................. 59,775. 96
San Francisco office expenses ..................................... 15,950.15
Legal, contingent, interest, laboratory, etc ........................ 5, 926. 24

Total. Per unit.

Total normal operating x enses ............................................. 59,321.11 $8.393
Marketing expense, locluding freight .......................................... 31,774.15 .51

Total .................................................................. 5 4,095.20 8.91

No depreciation nor depletion is included in the above figures.
I have examined the books of the Atolia Mining Co. and certify that the above

statement of cost is in accord therewith.
FRANK W. GRIFFIN.

(Thereupon at 10.55 o'clock a. m. the subcommittee adjourned.)


